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Young Wild W~t Trapped 8Y Greasers
OR, ARIETTA AND THE SECRET PASSAGE
By. AN OLD 3COUT

•

CHAPTER 1.-In the Greaser Town.

foliage. The · street; if it might be called such,
looked filthy enough, for just tnen it seemed that
"They don't seem to like the looks of us very chickens, pigs, dogs and cats regarded it as a
much, Et," Young-Wild West said to his sweet- very attractive place.
heart, as they were entering a sleepy little village
Cheyenne Charlie, the scout, was usually look/ that was inhabited principally by Mexicans, which ing for the humerous side of anything, and when
was situated about a dozen miles south of. Tomb- he saw a rather fat pig halt at the roadside and
stone, Arizona. .
look sharply his way, he lost no time in seizing
'-"'
"I should say not~ Wild," the girl answered, his lariat and bringing his horse to a halt.
with a shake of her golden head. "Perhaps some
"What are you going to do now, Charlie?" his
of them may know you. Something may have wife asked him, looking somewhat surprised.
happened to make them dislike you. That fellow
"Lasso that porker,'' was the reply.
sitting in the doorway over there is scowling · "You had better not do that. It might create
fiercely, and he is looking str~h'i at you."
trouble. Haven't you noticed how ugly the Mexi"Let him scowl, little girl. I have met quite • cans have been looking at us?"
a few greasers in-my day, and some of them have
"That's all right, gal. Let 'em look ugly. You
been pretty fine men. Some have been just the · don't s'pose I'm afraid of all the greasers in~reaopposite, too. It makes no difference if they like tion, do yer?"
.
us here or not. We are on American soil, and so
!'he pig remained right where'lt was, grunting••
are-they. We always manage to take care of our- and acting almost as if it felt like fighting the
selves pretty well, so I reckon it's all :r.ight."
scout. This urged him on, and when he h~d the
So saying, the Champion Deadshot of the West · noose fixed to his liking he made a sudden throw
patted the glossy neck' of Spitfire, the sorrel stal- and caught the animal squarely alfout the neck.
lion he was mounted upon, and turned his gaze As he did this he 'gave a sl!ldden jerk, at the same
toward a board shantf ahead that had consider- time urging his horse forward, and up_ the street
• able of an Americanized -appearance, and, more, he went,• straight for the American Hotel, as it
a sign which indicated it was the "American was named, driving the pig along, which was
otel."
squealing at a terri~c rate.
It was near noon on a sultry day in the early
"Hip hi, hoolay!" shouted Hop Wah, who was
fall, a few years ago, when Tombstone and other very· often c;alled Young Wild West's Clever
mining camps throughout that region· were about Chinee because of his ability to perfo:rm sleightas lawless as they were hustling. Young Wild of-hand tricks and his inclination to play practiWest .had drifted down that way on one of his cal jokes. "Misler Charlie ·ketchee pig. Heolay!''
famous horseback rides in search of excitement
Then he left the pack-horse he was leading to
and adventure, as well as fun and fortune, too.
the care of Wing Wah, his brother, and started
He was accompanied by his girl sweetheart, on a gallop after the scout. It surely was a rather
Arietta Murdock; Cheyenne Charlie, the scout, comical sight, for the sceut did ncit let up one
and hts wife, Anna; Jim Dart, a Wyoming 1Jby bit, and the pig, m>t being able to keep upon its
and his sweetheart, Eloise Gardner, and the two feet, went whirling along through the dust, which
Chinamen. who worked for them all in the capa- arose in a cloud. Hop galloped on, and emerged
dty of servants, whose names were Hop Wah and
from the dust at the side of the scout just as he
Wing Wah. Though they had been in that part of
rea<;hed the shanty hotel
the country several times, this was the first they
"Here yer are, Hop. :Pork chops for breakfast,
had ever struck this lazy little village.
an' don't yer forgit it! If they make any trouble
Really, there was nothing there to attract any- about this I'll pay 'em twice what the porker is
one, not even a tourist, for it was just a common- worth. I couldn't help lassoin' the blamed thing,
place collection of small adobe houses, with here · 'cause it stood there 1ookin'. at me Jest as if It
and there a wooden shanty scattered along at wanted me to do it."
A
•
either side of the dusty road, some of them being
"Velly nicee, Misler Charlie:- ¥e likee pork.
almost obscured from view by the summer tropical so be."
)
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So saying, the Chinaman leaped to the ground, lassoed the porker an' yanked it along here, an'
and, pulling a keen-edged hunting knife from Hop stuck a knife in it."
somewhere under his loose-fitting coat, proceeded
'.'Yes_. I know that much. But don't you think
to slaughter the pig without delay. It happened this will cause trouble? You no doubt noticed
that there was . no one to ·be seen outside the how the greasers were scowling at us as we rode
shanty at the time, but before the Chinaman had past the adobe houses back there."
finished his job of butchering the pig a slouchy"I seen that, Wild, but I couldn't help it. I was
looking man, who was· no doubt American-born, if jest tellin' the boss of this here shebang that I
not altogether full-blooded, caine shuffling through was willi:n' to pay ten dollars to the man what
the doorway.
owned the pig. He sartinly oqghter be satisfied
"Hey there, heathen! What are you doin'?'' he with that much money."
cried, looking amazed.
"He certainly had. But the· question is whether
"Me killee pig,'' was the reply. "Whattee you he will be or not. Perhaps that is the man coms'pose me do? Me allee samee velly smartee ing now."
·
Chinee."
A fat-looking .Mexican was seen hurrying to"Killin' a pig, an' right in front of the Ameri- ward the spot, while behind him came several
can Hotel!"
others and a few women and children, all of
The man shook his. head in a solemn way, and whom seemed to be much excited.
then seeing the scout sitting in the saddle laugh"A shame to stir up these people at ,this time
ing at him~he called out rather sharply:
"What does this here l)usiness mean, stranger?" of the day," Jim Dart observed, with a laugh·.
"'Nothin' very much,'.' and Charlie dismounted "'llhey don't like to get out much in the hot sun.
and looked toward , the rest of the party, who The shade of the trees suits them ·a lot better."
"Let me do the talkin', Wild," the scout said
were riding slowly to the spot. "I jest lassoed
that porker down the road a little ways an' · coaxingly. "I won't git' mad no matter what the
yanked him along here. I told the heathen we greaser says. If ten dollars ain't enough for him
· '
was goin' to have pork chops for breakfast, an' I'll make it twenty."
"All right, go ahead. I wonder if we can get
I s'pose he thought the quicker that pig was
killed .the better it would be. But don't git your anything to drink here."
"I'• ordered the boss of the shebang to fetch
back up about it1 'cause I'm willin' to pay double
us out somethin', so don't worry about that.'' ,
what the pig is worth."
Up came the fat Mexican, panting from the
"Oh, yer are, eh? Well, that sounds all right.
But I don't happen to be the owner of that there exertion it cost him to ·get there, and, halting
pig. Maybe the one as does own it will oe mighty right before the slain pig, he pointed his finger
at it and, nodding to Hop, who was standing near,
mad 'cause it's been killed."
·
"Let him git mad, then. I reckon he'll soon exclaimed :
git glad when he finds out he's gittin' a lot mora- · "You kill da p~!"
"Lat light, Misler Gleaser, me killee velly
thall it's worth. The bla'lled thing ain't worth
mo~ than thi;ee or four dollars, but I've got a muchee Quickee, so be," was the bland retort
"Dat
my pig."
·
ten-dollar gold-piece to give the owner when I see
"l\;'Iaybe you wantee sellee,'' the Chinaman sug• •him. It's wortll. ten dollars for the fun I've had."
"You're all right, stranger. I s'pose them is gested.
"See here," the scout said, stepping over •and
your friends, ain't they?" and he jerked his
thumb toward the rest of the party as they rode touching · the fat man on the shoulder. "How
much do you want for the porker?"
up and came to a halt.
"Me no want da pig killed."
"Yes, them is mr friends. That boy there
"It's too late now. It's dead. How much do
with the long· hair hahgin' over his shoulders is
Young Wild West, the Champion Deadshot of the YO? want for it ? I'm willin' to pay yer a good .
pnce."
West. Most likely you have heard of him."
"Maybe you pay me ten dollar?"
"Oh, yes. So that's· Young Wild West, eh?"
'.'Maybe I will.
Here's your money,"
and the slouchy man straightened up and looked
quickly the scout poduced 'the coin he had been
very much interested.
"That's right. The other boy is one of his holding in readiness.
The greaser seized it eagerly, and placing it
pards, an' I'm .the other. The rest of 'em is the
gals an' Wing Wah, the cook, which is· a brother between his teeth, bit hard upon it to test whether
to Hop, the heathen what's jest killed the porker. it was genuine or not. He was satisfied that it
Now then, you know us all, an' maybe you kin was, and, smiling complacently, he took off his·
hat and promptly walked into th1i doorway of the
fix us up with some kind of a coolin' drink."
"I reckon I kin do -that all right. I've got a shanty structure.
• 'I settled that blamed easy, I reckon" Charlie
-- spri:ug right in my cellar, an' the water in it is
about as cool as if there was a chunk of ice in it said, looking around rather proudly. "Now then,
the year round. A little of that an' some wine or gals, there's-__ some seats over · there under the
whisky oughter be good enough for the Mesident ~rees. Jest take it easy an' we'll have a little
~n the way of refreshments. Hop, you started the
of t}J.e United States."
·
•
"It will be good enoul{h for me. Trot out 'what J~b. so ~o ~head an' finish it. You have got to
g1t the ms1des out of that porker, an' git some
you have got."
'
"What have _you and Hop -been trying to do, water an' give it a good washin'." . ,
Charlie?" Youhg Wild .West called out, as he
'.'Misler 9harlje, you helpee· me," the Chinaman ~
slipped from the b4ck of the sorrel stallion and sa1d, shakrng his head. "Me no wantee workee
looked a:t '1>.e delMl pig smilingly.
too ~uchee today. Velly muchee hot, so be. Me
"You sa'rtipl~in see what we've done, Wild," no hkee."
was the reuly, with a shru2 of the shoulders, "I · "You go ~ead an' finish your job, or I'll take
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a notion to shoot about two inches from the end That one was fine healthy porker,, an' no mistake. I coulll tell that by lookin' at him. Some of
of your 'l:ilamed old ~igtail."
,1
As if he meant what he said, Cbarlie pulled ·the'· others I wouldn't think 'hbout eatin'." ·
"You must be a good judge of pork, Charlie,"
a ~ and pointed it at the heathen's head.
"Allee light, Misler Charlie. Me likee pork, so his wife observed laughingly". ."Just as if yon
could tell wh.e ther it was a healthy pig o:r·not in
me fixee."
·
It is not every plfl.ce in Arizona where. a horse the short time you had to look at it before you
··
trough can be found, but there was one here, and rciped it."
"That's all right, gal. You leave it to me. If
it was fed frogi a stream which trickled down
from the rocks rill:ht above it. · The Chinaman l say that pork is goin' to be tender an!.-juicy, you
dragged the pig, which could not have weighed . kin bet your life that's the way it will be.''
"You paid an awful price for it, though," d~more than forty pounds, over to the water, and
then was not long in fixing it up as the scout had clared Jeff Smith, a grin on his face. "I could
told him. Then he gave it a good washing, and have bought that same pig for two dollars."
"I ain't kickin' about the price Lpaid. It was
hung it by a p~ece of rope in the shade of a palm
tree. Before he had finished the job the pro- worth ten dollars for the fun I had.''
"Lat light, Misler · Charlie," Ho» called out, as
prietor of the American Hotel ·h ad come out with
the refreshments. ·B ut no one but the scout carep. he washed- his hands after finishing dressing the
for anything in the way of wine or whisky. The pig. :.!We havee plenty fun, so be."
"I'm ¥la<! you call your part of it fun, heathen.
fact was that Young Wild West and Jim Dart
never drank anything strong, and, of course, the But ·you may as well, 'cause 1t won't make no dif, girls did not. But, as he proudly said, the man ference if you call it somethin' else."
While they were talking in this merry fashion
kept an American note!, so he was able to furnish them with ginger-pop. He wanted a good a cloud of dust suddenly arose along the trail in
price for the drinks, but that made no difference. the direction they had come, and then the:r heard
·
.
Young Wild West was used to the ways of Ari- the clatter of horses' hoofs.
"Cowboys comin', I .reckon," J'eff Smith re._
zona, as well as th.e rest of the part of the region
known as the Wild West at the time of which we ~arke!l, as he received the money for what· they
write, and he never made any objections to the had been served with from the young deadshot.
Then as he started to go in he looked down the
exorbitant prices sometimes charged. By inquir.
·.
ing they learned that the proprietor of the Amer- road ·and came to a sudden stop-.
"It ain't cowboys, either," he went on. ."It's a
ican Hotel was Jeff Smith, and that he had been
there for over two years and was doing quite a lot of Mexicans, an' some of 'em lives right
around ;here. What in thunder have they got
little business.
"There's plenty o Americans what comes •their 1->rses out for at this tim~ of the day?
here," he declared. "an,. they always spend a lot There must be somethin' goin' on."
All hands arose and stood there waiting until
of money with ¥.le. Cowboys hailin' from the
ranches is my steady customers, while mighty seven·horsemen rode up and came to a halt. The
often miners an' others on the way to Tomb- one who was no doubt their leader turned his
. stone or comin' from it stop here. . I've got quite a horse directly toward the party, and, pulling a
trade from the greasers, too, 'cause there do:q.'t • revolver, leveled it 1 at the young deadshot.
seem to be any of 'em what's got ambition
"Young Wild •West;'' he said, in fairly good
enough to start a place of their own. Between English, ','.you sent -my brother to prison in Tombme an' the old woman we work it along ai1' make stone last year. I kill you for doing it!"
a good livin'. Mighty bot here, though, an' sometimes I'd jest as lief not have any customers as
to have 'em. But jest now I feel like servin' you
folks. . It's the first time Young Wild West has
ever been in Greaser Town. as we call it." •
CHAPTER 11.-The Greasers Are Quickly
.
Vanquished.
"Any Americans living here?" Wild asked~
•,Y~, more than a dozen, I s'pose. But thef're
he kind what's too lazy to work. They're, 1est
The action of the Mexicans was so sudden that
~ most of the greasers. They let their wives
Young Wild West was really taken off his guard.
"lend to the garden, whil!l ihey lay around durin' But the boy never lost his nerve, no matter what
the day an' have a good time in .the evenin'."
the conditions were, a:n,d though he realized that
"Making gardens seems to be about the only • a -slight pressure upon the trigger of the revolver
think they do around here," Arietta remarked, as would send a bullet through his heart, he · forced
she looked across the way and noted the abun- a laugh, and said:
.
dance of vegetables and fruits that could be seen
"I reckon you're a little too fast, my friend.
growing.
There must be some mistake about this."
'
"Yes, that's right.'' the boss of the hotel anArietta was sitting at the table and partly obswered. "It don't ·cost much to live in these here scured from view by_some hanging vines at the
parts, you know. They don't need much in the time. But she was quick to think and act. Beway of clothes, an' most everything they want to , fore the gre~er could say anything more she had ·
eat ~ws right here. I'll bet there's more chick- pulled a revolverdrom her belt and, raising it
ens m Greaser Town than in any other place of quickly, so she could sight it, she pulled the trigIts .size in the whole United States. But," he ger. Crack! As the sharp report ran~ out the
added, shakinf his head and looking serious, gun dropped from the hand of the Mexican, and
•chickens don t make bad ea.tin'."
one of his followers gave vent to a sharp er,- of
•.•Nor p ~
, ·
either," Wild added, looking at the pain and fell from the back of his horse.
8COllt smi
y.
''Mueh obliged, Et," the young deadshot calle4
-"Y<t1l kin
7.~ life I Pip is all ri&'ht, Wild
out. in his cool and easy way. ., . .I half expcicted
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aomebodv would do that little trick. Now the; ,
you sneaking coyote, what do you mean, anyhow?"
. As the words came from Wild's lips he leaped
forward and seized the horseman by the arm.. A
quick jerk and the fellow was sprawli~g upon t:iie
«round. · Of course, C_heyenne Char he and Jim
Dart were not idle all this t ime. They had drawn
their revolvers almost as quickly as Arietta, and
they now stood covering the surprised greasers.
As the man landed sprawling upon the ground,
Wild drew both his revolvers, and, placing a foot
on hi,s breast, he looked at. the others and cried :
"The first move you fellows make to do any
shooting or t o get away will be the last thing
you'll do on earth. Stay right where you are, and
don't move an inch."
It must have been that the greaser who had
fallen from his horse understood the words the
boy uttered, f or he was in the act of getting ~pon
his f eet at t he time, and dropped back., quickly
and lay still.
"Mislet . Wild," Hop Wah spoke up, smiling
blandly, though he did not appear to. be the least
bit afraid, "you _wantee me takee um hardware
flom um "ba d gleasers?"
. •'No. Hop," was the reply. "I reck_on I'll let
them ke·m their weapons. But I am gomg t_o find
•out why this fellow wanted to shoot me without
giving me a rn-:iment's warning. Get up, you d-Og
.
of a. gr-:ascr !"
The b'.)y gave tl\e prostrate Mexi~an a kick m
the ribs as he spoke, and, pale with rage and
fear h arose to a crouching position and acted
very' m;ch as if he was going to spring at the boy.
"None of that, greaser," Wild said. in his cool
and easy way, and then he gave ~ii:_n another kick,
which caused him to drop to a s1ttmg posture.
"You came here to kill me,'' he resumed, 'pointing one of his revolvers straight at the man's
face. "I believe you said I sent your brother to
prison at Tombstone last yea1·, and that was why
you wanted to kill me. If I did as you say, I'm
sure the man was deserving of it. But I have no
recollection of sending anyone to prison at Tomb•
•
stone last year or any other time."
"You make a big fight and help the strikers at
the big smelter last year," one of the other Mexicans spoke up. "Pedro Murillo's brother was
one of the strikers, and he was sent to prison.
Pedro swear he kill you when he find you, for his
brother no come out of prison yet.''
"Ah! I begin to understand a little,'' and Wild
gave a nod, and at the same time a smile appeared on his . face. "I remembe:r ~elping to put
down the strike, but it wasn't until some of the
leaders got after me, they declaring that I came
there for the purpose of fighting them when I
knew nothing of what was going on there. But
once they. turned upon me, it was natural that I
should get after them. We did it in proper shape,
too, and if this fellow's brother was one of the
leaders and was sent to prison for what he did in
the way of burning and shooting innocent people,
jie certainly is deserving of it: But ~ don't i:_nin,d
telling you that I knew nothing of it. I d1dn t
know there was a man named Murillo there, nor
l don't care if there were a hundred of them, and
they were ali brothers to this fellow. He came .
and thre&,tened to shoot me, and he was going to
do it, to~ if someth"inst had -not happened ·to pl'ewnt him . . Now then, if you 'fellows expect to live
Yt1'1' long you ,will pt away .froJJl hero,' as soon &Ji
0

pos,sible, You haven't seen me shoot yet but you
saw the girl knock the gun from your' leader's
hand. That fellow on the ground got tcuched by
the bullet, I think, for I can see a small st;ream
_ of blood flowing from a scratch on his right arm.
But the bullet hit the gun first, ahd it must have
glanced -off and i;truck him. She didn't mean to
hit him, but if ~he had meant it .the chances are
that he would be as dead as a door-nail now.''
The boy rattled this off just as coolly as if he
was merely addressing a crowd who had taken .,.
part in the rehearsal for a play. But he did not
lower the revolver he held in his left hand. That
kept pointing toward the men who were still
mount~d. an~ it moved back and forth as if to.
keep time with the words that came from the
young deadshot's lips. The revolver in his right
~and seemed to remain turned toward Pedro Murillo, who still sat upon the ground. Yet the eyes
of the bov turned from one to another of the
Mexicans.
"Wild,'' spoke up Cheyenne Charlie, stepping
over to the boy's side and taking care to keep his
gun turned. towar~ the Mexicans, "I don't see any
use of lettmg this bunch of greasers git off as
easy as all this. They came over here to do murder,. an' that means t~at the best thing we kin
do is to make 'em prisoners an' see to it that
they're locked up. Of course, that's one way of
<loin' it. · Another way would be to take 'em out
in the field over there an' shoot 'em, at the same
time givin' 'em a chance to shoot us. Of course
th_e y wouldn't do ~uch, an' when we got through
they would be layin• on the ground; an' •it ain't
likely we would have as much as a scratch. But
I reckon a jail is about the prope-r thing."
"You're ab0ut right, Charlie,'' came the reply.
"No doubt they' all should be put in jail. But
since we got the best of them so easily, I am going
to_let them go. Only this morning you were cumplaining about things being so quiet, and when
we struck Greaser Town it looked as if we would
h!fVe nothing to do but to sleep while we remained
here, until we noticed that .some of the greasers
living along the road showed signs of disliking us.
We understand why that was now. I recognize
two of these fellows, for I saw them scowling at
us a tittle way down the road."
"All right, Wild, jest as· you say. You're the
boss, an' I'm always ready to take orders from
yer. I:!' you say the sneakin' coyotes is tfOin' to
_...,..
be allowed to git away, why, it's all right.•
"Get up, Pedro Murillo!" Young Wild West
exclaimed, not paying , any- attention to the last
the scout said. "There's your gun lying on the
ground over there. Piek it up and see to it that
you put it away, too . . You get away from here
right away.''
The villainous P,reaser slowly got upon h{s feet,
muttering something in his own language, whic!i
no doubt boded no good to You~g Wild West and
his friends. But one of them seemed to care, for
even the e:lrls were quite composed now, since they
had not been long in recovering from the shock
the sudden action of the Mexican had caused. As
Mui·illo started to pick up his revolver, Wild
walked over to the man wh.o. .had been hit on the
arm by Arietta's bullet, and took a look at the
wound.
'.'Just . ahoat
scratch,!' he.
•. ·- "It~s onlv
eJlougp to. dnJ;w, ~loo4,.. yqq're a l"!lcky• greaser, ,
.y.ou , are. Now go al}ead •and ·get ,on your horse..

said.
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I want to see how fast. you fellows can ride away
from here. I am going to give a little exhibition
of my fancy and quick shooting."
While all this was taking place, Jeff Smith, the
keeper of the American Hotel, was standing in the
doorway, his mouth wide open and his eyes fairly
'bulging. The expression of his face showed both
-<· amazement and admiration, but it seemed that he
could not find the use of his tongue just then.
However, when he saw thE .wounded man readily
mount his horse, he ga-ve a -nod of approval. Then
when ihe leader of the horsemen got upon the
back of his horse, he took a step from the doorway and ltlurted out:
"Great snakes! Who would have believed that
. sich a thing could have happened?"
"Take it easy, Mr._ Smith," the young deatlshot
answered, without looking at' him, for. he had his
gaze turned upon . the seven greasers. "Queer
things happen in this world, and you mustn't be
surprised at anything.''
"Senor Murillo was sartinly goin' to shoot you
dead," said the hotel keeper, as if talking to himself. "Then one of the gals shoots the gun from
his hand, an' the bullet glances off an' hits one of
the senor's bang on the arm. The J\ext thing I
know the senor is on the ground an' Young Wild
West is standin' with his feet oi} him, the rest
of 'em actin' a:s if they're scared to death. Well,
well! I never would have believed t.tiat sich a
· thing could .happen."
.
No one paid any attention to him, for ·the
horsemen were now making ready to ride away.
"When you get ready to kill me again. for sending your brother to prison, just let mE! know,
Pedro Murillo.'' Wild called out tantalizingly, as
he nodded his hi · to the leader of the gang.
There was rio 1eply, and Murillo signaled to his
men, and then started .his horse at a jog. Wild
leaped out away from the covered porch of the
shanty, and as the seven horsemen went galloping back in the direction they fi.ad come from, his
revolver cracked three times in quick succession.
As each report sounded, a Mexican's hat dropped.
"There! I reckon that w111 make them under~
stand that I know how to shoot pretty good, anyhow," the boy said smilingly, as he ejected the
empty shells and replaced .them by fresh car_ 1or.idges.
.
~--"Who would have thought tha't there would be
so much excitement here, Wild?" Arietta spoke
Up, as she looked at him seriously.
"You can't tell when such thi~s are likely to
happen, little girl," was the reply, as he laid his
hand gently on her ·shoulder. "If it had :hot been
for you the chances are that fellow might have
put a drunk of lead through JllY heart. But I
have often said I wasn't born to be shot,• and I
honestly believe it."
"What else could I do, Wild?" Arietta asked,
shaking her · head. "It was less than a second I
had to do it in, but brief as the time was, I chose
between sl).ooting him dead 'or knocking the revolver :f!rom his.hand. I was close enough to do
the latter, and I did it.: '
· "Yes, you were tertinly close enough. I hardly
think he was more than six feet from you at the
time. But you could have done it ten times as far
as -that if you had tried.''
.
"Not as quickly as all that,· though," and Arietta oiihook her head again. "Sixty feet requires
,. pr!lty good aim. It was no aim I took at all.

I

I ' simply pushed out my -hand and pulled the trigger. But I knew the bullet would go where I
wanted it to. It hit the gun he had in his hancl
with force enough to make him drop it. Of
course, I didn't intend that the bullet shoulcl
strike ·anyone, but it, glanced a littfe and hit one- ·
of the greasers on the arm. "But," she added, a
faint smile showing on hi!r face, "that will do him
good. A little of his hot blood has been let from
his veins."
· "You're the most remarkable gal I ever set eyea
on!" cried the fat hotel keeper, as he came waddling toward her, his face fairly beaming •witk
smiling admiration. "If you don't mind, I'cf liketo shake hands with yer. Jest as soon as I do I'm
goin' inside an' mark it down, day an' date, aJi
the hour, too. Then whenever I want to tell about
it, all I've got to ao is to look at my memorandum book, an' I'll know je•~t exactly when it hap-;
pened.''
Arietta laugh:ingly shook hands with him, ancf
though he had a hand ~n him that was more like
·a · grizzly's paw, he was very gentle about it. Ht
.bowed as low as his corpulent stomach would pel',mit him, and then v,;aving his hand to the rest,
said:
"Now then, you're goin' to hav.e ·-somethin' u.
drink on Jeff Smith, an' after- that if you tab
my advice you'll be on your way. There's lots at
bad greasers in these parts, an' it's more tho
likely that Pedro wtll git a big bunch of 'em -t~
gether an' come after yer, for you know what a
greaser is as well as I do. When they once git a
little mad they kin generally git madder."
Wild and his partners laughed lightly at what
the man said, though the girls .seemed to take ii
more seriously. Smith hur.ried on inside the hotel, and when Jim walked over .to a window ;).Dil
peered in, he 'Saw him writing something in _1
greasy memorandum book.
"He's putting it down all right," the boy saii
laughingly. "Jeff Smith isn't going to forget t•
hour, day and date when Arietta knocked the gus
from the greaser's hand with the bullet from hs
revolver.''
"You kin bet your life I ain't,'' came from tlllt'
inside. "I'll be out there in a mi11ute- witn som
more pop. Maybe you two boys would like 1-c
take somethin' a little stronger this time.'' .
"The same as before, Mr. Smith," Wild answered.
"All right. What suits you suits ·me.''
"Me wantee lillee tanglefoot," Hop Wah spokl

u~

.

"I'll take a little of that, too," Cheyenne Chal'lie called out, just as if nothing had occurred tll
create any excitement at all, fof he had taken a
seat upon_ a chair and his feet rested upon a11-other.
•
•
In a few minutes the preprietor came out witi
the drinks, and .they were· soon disposed of.
"Now then, I reckon I'll have a smoke," Youi:wWild West said,-as he threw himself into an ea~
position and tipped back his chair near the scout
"Mr.! Smith, I suppose. you have a h~tler somewhere about?"
'!I-er-yes, I've got a man somewheie
around. But what do you want of him?"
"We want him to show our two Chinams
where to put our horses and outfit."
"You ain't goin' away, thenj" and Smith wa
the picture of amazement.
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"No, I reckon we'll stay here until tomorrow.'
You certainly can -accommodate us, I know.''
"Why, yes, I kin manage to accommodate yer
all right. I've got room enough to do that, an' I
kin give you plenty to eat, too. But YOU: d?n~t
want to stay here, Young Wild West. Didn t I
jest tell you a little while ago that them greasers
would be after yer ag'in, an' that there would be
a whole lot of 'em the next time, most likely?"
"Yes, you told us that. But you are not afraid.
they will destroy your house, are you?"
"No, but they might shoot yer all. I wouldn't
want "to see nothin' like that happen, you know."
"Don't you be afraid of anything like that happening, Mr. Smith. I'll guaratee you that there
are not enough greasers in these parts to hurt us.
Since they have opened up their game, we'll see
how long they'll continue to play the game. You
can go ahead and fix things up for us and make
everything as comfo'rtlfble as you can. We are
ll()ing to stay here until tomorrow morning, and
perhaps a little longer." •
"Well, that beats me!" and the hotel ke~per
shook his head and turned slowly to go back mto
the house.
.
.
,
A minute later they heard him calhng to someone from the rear, and then it was not long before
a dirty-looking Mexican came shuffling around the
corner of the· house. It was e ·dent by his appearance that'he had just awakened, from a sleep.
"Here, yo~. - Tony! Show these gentlemen
where they kin put. their horses. I reckon they
had better put what's on the pack-horses rig~t
in the house he1·e. ..,I've got .a little room that. s
jest,: suited for that."
''Hop," our hero said, nodding to the ~hinaman,
"you and Wing unload the pac:k-horses right here1
• and put the stuff where Mr. Smith tells you to.'
"Allee light, . Misler Wild,'' and then both
Chinamen hastened to do his bidding.
The pack-horses had just about been vnloaded
when a rl;lther pretty Mexican girl appeared
around the corner of the house. She paused for
a moment, and then placing her finger to her
lips for them to be quiet, stepped softly toward ·
the young deadshot and his friends. Of course,
they were not i little surprised at her appearance and the way she acted, but they stood thel"e
and wa'ited for her to speak.
·
"Senor," she said, looking Wild squarely in the
face, "I am Juanita, the daughter of Pedro Murillo. I have come to warn you that he means to
kill you."

CHAPTER III.-The Senorita.
Young Wild West nodded in his cool ~_nd e.f!,SY
way and motioning the girl to take a seat, said:
"That'~ all right, senorita. • 1 am very much
obliged to you for the warning. But are you
aware that your . father has already been here
and that he failed to kill me?"
.
A look of amazement _came over the Mexican
girl's face at this, and after looking . around at
the others, she shook her head in · the negative,
and answered~
"No senor''
"W~11, be 'has_ been here, and if y9u will l~k
over on the ground a few feet that w_ay you will
• see some spots of blood. The blood did not come
from your father, but it did come from one of his

friends.• However, there was nothing serious
about it, since it was only a scratch he received.
This is the girl who fired the shot that caused the
spots of blood to be on the ground over there."
Wild nodded at his sweetheart as he said this.
"Sit down here, senorita," Arietta said, rising
and pu~ting . out her hand.
Timidly the girl obeyed. The two Chinamen ..,.
had ceased working at the sudden ·a ppearahce of
the Senorita Murillo, l).nd, noticing it for the first
time, Cheyenne Charlie called out rather gruffly:
"Go on, heathens; git the rest of that stuff inside, so the horses kin be put away. What are
you standin' there like a couple of block}teads for?
Ain't you never seen a greaser gal afore?"
Wing promptly picked up what he had started
to cat"ry inside and disappeared with it. But Hop
shook his lln~r in a tantalizing way at the scout
and retorted :
.
"Lai allee light, ,]Kisler Charlie. Me gottee plenty
timee. If you no likee you knowee whattee you
do, so be.'' .
"I know what I'll do, you blamed heathen," and
Charlie leaped to his feet :and made a l"Ush• for
him. ,
But Hop was expecting it, and, having a roll of
canvas in his hand at the ti.me, he pushed it
gently towar'd the- scout and caused him to come
to a sudden stop. Then he ran on inside the
house. Charlie would certainly have punished
him for the trick if Wild had not interfered.
"Easy, Charlie,'' he said quietly. "What's the
use of payin~ attention to everything Hop ,says! .
You know e can't help acting that way. It was'
born in him."
"Most likely \t was born in him, Wild, but that
don't say that 'I've ,1t0t to stand a]J his nonsense."
"I .reckon you started it, though.".
"Maybe I did. But what right had he to stand .
there with his mouth wide ,open lookin' at the
greaser gal like that?"
"iie was surpl"ised, that's all. You were, too,
when she first appeared.''
,
. "I know I was. But I blamed soon got over it.."
Juanita acted very much as if she could not
quite understaRd what it all meant. But she
could understand English, as well as ~ak it.
quite fluently, and 4rietta quickly explamed to
her that it was all in fun, and that there was
danger of' anything happening to disturb her..
Charlie came back and stood waitin~ until Wing
came out and got the last -of. the camping outfit ,
and supplies. Then he walked over to Anna's
)iorse and, taking it by the bridle, led it over
· to hls own.
•
.
"Now then, greaser," he said, nodding to the
h-0stler. who was just then busy rolling
cigarette, "jest show tr where we're goin' to put the
horses.''
·
•"Si, senor," came the reply, and the fellow
tipped his hat and made a bow.
Hop and Wing came out at that moment, the
former taking care to keep at a safe distance
from the scout. Then Wild and Jim arose, and
leaving the girls with the senorita• they were soon
leading the horses around to the little corral not
far in the rear of the shanty hotel. When they .
had turned them into the inclosure and -put away
the supplies and other . equ!pm~n~s, they all .returned to the ,front of the· buildmg. Tl1, · girls
were talking away at a great rate, and C: '.l-~ eno•rita seemed to be quite at her ease now. alitll
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stood in the doorway , acting v~ry much as ~f- he Smith.. Now
just show us the rooms,, and
expected an attack from the band of Mexican s ~hen give us athen,
chance to wash up a bit. This
at any time.
ISn't a bad place you
··
·here. It looks a whole ··
"You look worried, Mr. Smith," the young dead- lot better inside thanhave
it does outside."
shot said laughmg ly, as he stepped up and
Leaving Charlie and Jim with the girls the
pun~hed him lightly on the stomach.
young deadsho t foll'owed the propriet or of the
"Don't hit me there. That's my bay window, America n Hotel inside. Smith
an' I'm mighty- proud of it," was the reply. "Of •wife. :who was about as thin quickly called his
as he was fat, but
course, it makes me sweat a whole lot to lug so cheerful , withal.
.., much human flesh around, but I made up my
"I've been watchiii ' and listenin' a whole lot"
mind some time ago tlfat I had· to git used to it, she said. nodding
to the young .deadshot and
an' I'm doin' it tolerable well."
noring her husband entirely. "Wonde rful things
.
:"That's all rii.ht. But are you really afra1~
has happene d here. But I think Jeff is about
that Murillo will come back here to cle'll.J\ us up1
right when he advises
to git away from here
"Maybe he won't come here, but I'm dead sartm as quickly as possible.ver
"
·
•
that he'll .git a big gang together an' fay for you
''That's all right, Mrs. Smith;,• Wild answere d
when you go away."
smilingly: "But we couldn't think of going away ·
· .
"Well that will be all right. So long as he after what has happene
d. That would be against
doesn't ~ome here and set fire to your building or our nature, I believe."
·
do somethin g like that, you needn't feaE. We are
"Maybe you know best. But I hope there won't
able to take care of ourselve s, and you'll find ol!t be no blood spilled.
There's an awful lot of bad
that what I tell you i.s strictly true before this greasers in Greaser Town."
"thing is over."
Then she led the way to the upper story of the
.
"Then you're goin' to stay here jest on purpose
building , and quickly
to show the greasers that they can't clean you good accomm odations satisfied Wild that really
were at their disposal. He
out?"
·
soon returned 'to those outside, and when he did
.
. , ,.
"That's just about the size of 1t, Mr. Smith.
so he found the
girl ready to depart.
"Say" -and the fat man shook his head admir- When slte had Mexican
good-by to the girls the
ingly '~you have got more grit in you than any senorita stepped bidden
over to the young deadshot 'and
seven'teen men put together that I've ever seen. in a low tone, said:
'
'
I don't mind tellin' you that a good.ma ny of ~e
"I will do my best to prevent my fatfter from
greasers livin' in this here lazy little town 1s doing you any harm,
senor."
•.
' thieves. Some of 'em is said to be regular out"Thank yau, senorita ," was the reply, and then
laws .an:' it a:re most likely that Pedro Murillo ls µte boy tipped his
hat as the girl slipped away as
the l~ader of 'em."
noiseless lv as she had come.
.
.
. "I .am not at all surprise d at heanng
that. He
"Wild," said
"that girl must have taken
admits that he had a brother who was sent to a great risk inArietta,
coming
here to warn you.
prison. That means that_ ~e's lik~ly .to be as ~ad Evidentl y she heard her over
father talking of what
as his brother was. 'But 1t s all nght, Mr. Smith. he intended to do
to him."
We'll take care of P-edro Murillo and his gang.
"That's just about the size of it, Et," the youn•
Nothing suits us better than to get after a b~nch deadsho t answere
d. "But. she came a little too ·
of outlaws or road agents. We are on Amenca n 'late, that's
She meant all right, though.
soil, so there will be nothing _to prevent '!s from Possibly she all.
could not get away belore!'
cleaning up this gang. Of course, I don t want
"It's just the same, anyhow. Later on she will
to shoot any of them if I can help it. I'd much find out all about
it, no doubt. Probably you
rather ~atch them and prove them thieves, so they have already told her,
though.' '
can be locked up, where they belong."
"I did tell
Wild. I even told her that if I
''Yes of course. But I happen to know that had not shother,
the revolver from the man's hand
some of the greasers around here would die afore you might have
been killed.''
they would git ketched. The ones what makes
"That's. it, little girl. Undoubt edly you saved
"""°ld-u ps now an' then along the trail sartinly my life that time..
since there are greasers
inow that if · th~y're ketched they'IJ be. seJ1.t to gunning for me; I'llWell,
have to gun for them, the
prison most likely for life, -an' they're gom' to do same as we did on a former
occasion. I wouldn' t
a lot of shootin' afore they let anyone git-'em."
think of leaving this sleepy little villa~e now until
"We can shoot a little, too, Mr. Smith."
,..we have settled matters with' this gang of
-''You kin beat the world yours.e lf, Young- Wild grea·s ers." •
·
West, an' I'm dead sartin that your gal over
"Of course you wouldn't , Wild," Cheyenn e
there is putty nigh as good as_you are. I seen Charlie spoke up.
"They started the thing goin',
that with my own eyes-, an' I've marked it down an' it's for us to be here
at the finish."
tn my book. But since you're goin' to stay here,
For the
time since they had been there
most likely you'll want to see the . rooms I kin our friendssecond
suddenly saw a cloud of dust down the
l(ive yer. This here house of mine ain't one of road.
the biggest in the world, but it's putty roomy, an'
"Comin' back, I reckon," Cheyenn e Charlie rethere's two windows in every bedroom I've got. I marked, while
a grim smile showed upon his face.
a'pose you could make out with one good-sized
"I hardly think
room for the gJlls 'Yfth two beds in it, an' one . shot answered . "Ifso, Charlie, " the young deadol the same for the rest of yer. I don't mean the got more nerve thanthey are they certainly have
I give them credit for."
namen," he added. "I kin fix up some place
They watched a few seconds, . and then -plainl:,
them. Most likely ~ey would be" satisfied to made out the forms
of three horses and riders.
in with them what's workin' for me at the ·
"Cowboy s,'' said J-im Dart. "I reckon ·they are
here."
·
.
not looking for trouble with us.''
•
· "'They certamly -will. That's all rieht, Mr.
·"You can't tell about.. that, either," Cheyenn e
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"It's a little jackass, I reckon," came the reply.
Charlie declared, as if he was bound to have it
·
that there was going to be more trouble. "Some- "l wonder if that thing kin buck any?"
"Velly muchee buckee," Hop spoke up, thinking
times them fellers gits putty sassy. S'pose they
was to come up here an' start in to insult the it about time he had something to say. "Me bettee you fivee dollee you no lide Jennie.''
·
gals, what then?"
"What's her name, Jennie?"
"It is only supposing, Cha:r;lie. The chances are
"Yes. She namee Jennie, allee samee. She
they are good fellows, like ninety per cent. of
.
• velly nicee mule, so be."
them are," Wild replied laughingly.
"Well, heathen, I don't know as I could ride
It was a cool and inviting spot where our
friends had gathered, and there was just enough t~at mule without touchin' my toes to the ground.
of a breeze to keep the air stirring. The three Im putty long-legged, you •see," and he gaud at
cowboys rode up, and in a rather rough fashion his rather lengthy extremities with ,some c!egree
•
reined in their steeds and dismounted. They saw of pride.
the strangers sitting there, of course, and they · · "Me lide Jennie vellv muchee quickee," and so
saying, the Chinaman quickly threw himself
looked.it them somewhat. in surprise.
"How are you, boys?'' Wild called out in a astride the mule and started her around at a trot
.'
friendly way. "Belong, around here anywhere?" going in a circle.
"A mighty strong- animal, Jack," one of the·
"About thirty miles up the dry creek," one of
cowboys ventured. "She's gentle as a kitten, too."
them am,wered.
"Don't you believe nothin' like that," Jack an"I see This is nearer to your ranch than
swered grinningly. "What I don't know about
Tombsto~e I suppose."
"A littl; mite nearer. But Jeff Smith is a horse~ an' mules an' sich critters ain't worth
putty good feller an' he's a friend of ours. We knowm'. That · heathen is about as innocenthave to ·come ov~ an' see him three or four times lookin' as the mule. But I'll bet between the pair
·
of 'em. a whole lot of mischief kin be made.''
a month, anyhow."
Seemg that they were a good-natured lot, Wild
Jeff Smith had settled down in fiis easy chair
a short time before, but hearing the vQices he stepped over to them, saying as he did so:
"You _have go~ that just _abou.t right, my friend.
came out, shuffling his feet and mopping the perThe Chm31?~n 1s a practical J(!ker as :well as a
spiration from his brow.
"Hello,Jackl" he said, when he saw o_ne of the . clever magician, and the m'!)le 1s as tncky as a
men approaching the door. "How are you an' the mule can be. Take mv advice and don't make a
wager th~t you can stay on Jennie's back. While
boys M:ittin' on? Only three of you today, .eh?"
"That's all what could git away, Jeff,'' the I am ~t it ~ may as ~ell tell Y?U not to do any
cowboy called Jack answered. "There was seven gamblmg with the Chinaman!, either. You seem
over here the last time, an' we sartinly did have to be ,P:0!)d fellows~ and I don t want to see ym/
some fun. Ain't been no more greasers around th~ ~ctim of a Joke or get fleeced by gam.
.
bliTng.
with bad horses, has there?"
he, thr~ looked at him m mute surprise for
"N o,,, th e h ot e1 k eeper answere d . • "You Vf on
a moment.
,
"That sounds s6rter funny, don't it, boys?"
forty dolla_r~ ~hat day, I rem~m~r. There amt
no horse. hvm what you cant ride, Jack. 1:hat Jack declared. "This kid thinks maybe we ain't
was _a .Dl!gfltY bad ~ucke; the greaser had, an he · able to take care of ourselves. But never mind.
wa~ w1llm to bet his com tha_t nob~y could stay He means all right, an' as far as ridin' that little
mule is concerned, I ain't goin' to do it."
on its back fore than ~wo ~uwt~s.
"I'll bet the drinks for the three of us that the
"Well, I sorter surprised him, didn't I?"
Then they all went inside, and Hop Wah, who mule can't chuck me," the shortest man of the
was sitting under a _tree a short ?istance away, three spoke up.
"Bet with the heathen, then. There won't be
quickly arose to his feet and, steppmg over to the
no use in me takin' the bet, 'cause I reckon the
young deadshot, !laid:
heathen is boss of the situation. If he wants yer
"Misler Wild, me wantee bli!1g Jen~e here."
Jennie ~as the name of a httle trick mule the to ride the mule you'll do it, an' if he don't yo
clever Chmee owned. and when he proposed to won't, that's all. I've seen mules afore,'' and .he
fetch the a·nimal around to the front of the hotel, gave a chuckle.
"Go ahead an' try it, Barney," the third man
our hero knew right away that he was figuring
suggested. "You kin do it if anyone kin." ·
.
.
on having some fun. .
"You wantee lide Jennie?'' Hop asked smiling
"You want to get •mto trouble with the cow'
boys, I suppose," he said, lookine sharply at the pleasantly.
"Yes," Barney answered. "I reckon she'll let
heathen.
"Lat allee llght, Misler Wild. Me only havee me ride her around a bit, won't she?"
'Yes, Jennie velly nicee mule."
lillee fun."
"Git on the long-eared critter," Jack called
"All right, go ahead, then. Fetcli" Jennie
out. "See how quick she'll send you flyin' over
around." ·
The Chinaman quickly disap)?eared· around the her head. "I kin tell by her eyes that she's jest
corner of the house, and just as the three cow- waitin' for the chance."
"All right, if I go over her head it won't be
boys came out after regaling themselves with
something in the way of strong drink, he ap- the first time I've done sich a thing. But are you
peared leading Jennie, which was a very inno- goin' to bet me the drinks that I can't stay on
,,..
·
cent-looking mule, and barely large enough for an her .back?" •
"Yes, I'll bet yer jest~ see the fun. You'D ,
ordiary man to ride.
"What's that. Jack?'' one of the cowboys said lose; an• I know it."
"If I do I won't kick. Give me them_ reins,
laughingly, as Hop stepped around and brought
heathen.''
his pet to a halt.
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, Hop had put a bridle on the mule, but th~re the truth when he said his brother hacl been sent
was nothing in the way of a saddle, or even a to prison at Tombstone a year before, and that
piece -of blanket at the time. But this made no Young Wild West was Jl)ainly responsible for it.
difference. Bare-back riding was just as easy Yet the young deadshot did not even know the
·man referred to. But the fame of Young Wild'
for Barney as any other kind.
"Whoa, Jennie!" he said. "Jest you behave West had spread all along the Mexican border
before this, and the evil~doers hatecf and feared
yourself, now, ·an' I'll win the ·drinks."
Then he swung his leg over her and sat astride. ' him. Murillo had seen him, of course, and when
Jennie winked her ears and looked inquiringly at his eyes fell upon the young deadshot as he was
Hop, who gave a nod and then brought his bands rid.ing past the house he lived in, he was surtogether with a resounding sniack. Evidently prised at first and then incensed to anger. A few
that was the signal for Jennie to do some cutting others knew the boy by sight, and also his partup, for up went her heels .as quick as a flash, and ners and the girls, as well as the two Chinamen,
Barney, who was not quite ready for such a so it did not take more than five minutes for them
movement, turned a somersau}t and landed upon to get together, and wlten Murillo declared that
he was going to shoot Young Wild West on sight,
his Ii.ands and feet a few yards away.
"'l'hat will do," he called out, rising up and his companions showed their wil'!ingness and
"I didn't git hurt a bit. mounted their horses and followed him lo the holaughing heartily.
That's the best somerset I ever turned in all my tel. with the result that. has already been delife, a.n' I've tried it a whole lot of times. Come scribed. On leaving the hotel, after being hu_ on in, boys. It's my treat. An' say," he added, miliated as well as defeated, Murillo rode straight
• nodding toward our friends, "won't you folks ha:ve on past the ·house he lived in, ignoring it just as
somethin', too? I reckon I've got enough money much as if he had no knowledge of its being there.
•
to pay the bill."
One of the six men he had with him stopped at
"beave us out," Wild answered pleasantly. another house, but the others rode on with the
excepthe
with
party
"'There's only one in our
leader over the dusty road. They kept on until
tion of the Chinaman who takes anything strong, th-y reached the highway that led down into Mexand we have had all we want."
ico, and then- turned to the south, rode along for
"Jest as you say, but the heathen '\vilt drink about ·a mJle until they came to the mouth of a
with us; I know it."
ravine that extended in zig-zag fashion along the
"Me takee lillee tanglefoot," Hop spoke up. side of .the rough mountain range. Murillo had
"Len me showee you velly nicee lillee tlick1 so be. said little or nothing since leaving so hastily at
lie velly smartee Chinee. Gleat magician. '
Young Wild West's order. He had been one of the
The cowboys laughed ·good-naturedly, and Hop three to 1ose his hat, but he did not seem to mind
followed them into the place.
it in the least, and was bare-headed when he
turned his horse into the ravine. His five companions conversed in low tones, but the leader
paid no attention to them. What his thoughts
CHAPTER IV.-The Bandits and Their Secret were then can only be imagined. No doubt he
Hidin1t Place.
felt that ¥oung Wild West had gone that way
purposely .to hunt him down, and this surely
About a mile from Jeff Smith's American Ho- would make him feel very bitter · against the
tel there was an old-time highway that crossed American boy.
the trail leading to Greaser Town and continued
Up the ravine he c'ontinued, guiding nis horse
on down into the mountains of Mexico near the
llordw. At the time of which we write this route around rocks that barred the way and over fallet,
that were rotting upon the ground until htr
was generally •sed by the soldiers doing duty in trees
that section, and · also was frequently traversed suddenlv came before a small waterfall that tum~ tourists who vefy often came down that way. bled down from the high rocks above, {orming a
~ e n t l y hold-ups were made along this trail, pool below from which a brook ran, only to be
I.. "-netimes on the American side, but generally in swallowed up in the sands half a mile away. The
Jlexico, just over the line. Of course, the author- ground was covered by a mass of rocks that was
ities endeavored to suppress these atrocities, but almost level near the falls, and the hoofs of the
enm though a bandit or two got shot or captured horses clattered upon it, ·but the sounds were
and sent to prison, they continued right on. The partly drowned by the roaring of the water. Mubandits were Mexicans, of course, and so well ac- rillo rode alongthe edge of the basin that had
quainted were they in that part of the country been formed- by the constant falling of the water,
that it was diffl.cult, indeed, to find their hid.in£ and suddenly he ducked his head and caused his
steed to leap forward right under the .sheet of
place. Even though Jeff Smith had beep, locatea water.
·
at Greaser Town for quite a Ion~ ~ime, he ~ad
To have seen him do this one would surely think
never received a bit of information concernmg
the bandits any more than it had been hinted· a he must be soaked to the skin' almost instantly.
few times by some of his customers that some ot But such was not the case. The water tumbled
from a small ridge about twenty feet above, and
them lived right in the village.
Pedro Murillo was ttnder suspicion of being one by a quick !novement one could easily evade get- of them, if not the leader, though he could gen- ting anything more than a few drops upon him.
erally be found at his adobe house with the big Of course, there was the mouth of a cave behind
~ b l e garden behinil . it that was not more the sheet of water. If such were not the case it
than a hundred yards from the hotel. The sus- would hardly be likely that Murillo would want
picions against this man were entirely correct, to get there. The fact was that the ltiding place
and really Murillo was one of the most clever the bandits had so Iona" terrorized that section of
ludits that ever made a hold-up. He had told the country was ria"ht in that cave, and the onlJ
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way to get in was by riding under the falls. The three more, Pedro gave an exclamation of satisothers entered the cave just as easily as did the faction. In a very few minutes the four men
leader, and, once inside, they dismounted. Mu- came in and joined those at the table.
rillo sat in the saddle looking at them for a mo"Now, my brave men, join me in a toast," the
ment, and then he slipped from the back of his· leader said, as he held up a glass of wir.e. "Here's
horse and said, speaking in Spanish:
to the speedy death of ·Young Wild West and all
"Once more we have assembled in our cave, our enemies."
,
,
brave men. But this time we have come under dif"Bravo!" came the reply, and then t~ glasses
fereht circumstances and with different feelings. were quickly drained.
The American boy called Young Wild West is
Murillo waved them to be seated, but remained
after us, and I tell you plainly that I feel tb.at standing himself.
Then he made a lengthy
never were we in more danger than right now, for speech, while all listened intently. The gist of it
he is a veritable fiend, and luck goes with him. was that they were to use all their efforts in trySomebody has influenced him to come here and ing to dispose -of Young Wild West and his parthunt for· us, or he surely would not be stopping neri:;, ;md that it should be done secretly, if posin the village."
sible, so that suspicion would not be cast upon
The five Mexicans nodded, and the leader con- them. Pedro openly declared that he had m'"ade a
tinued:
big mistake in riding to the American Hotel for
"Sa nchez will notify all he can of our band, the purpose of taking the American boy's life.
and when they get Ji.ere we will hold a meeting He also declared that undoubtedly the blame
and dec;de upon what is to be done."
· would be laid to him, but since there was no proof
He gave a nod to show that he had concluded, of his being connected in any way with the se- •
and then leaving his horse standing where he had cret band of outlaws, the band itself would not
halted, he strode further back into the cave where suffer as much as common suspicion.
it was quite dark. But he knew just what he was
"My brave men," he said, in conclusion, "I redoing, and, striking a match, soon found a Ian- marked when I first came in here to those who
tern which he lighted. His men waited lgng were with me that we were here with different.
enou'gh to tie the horses, and then they came· in -feelings ~nd for a different. purpose than at any
and found him sitting upon a chair at the end of other time since we made this our headquarters.
a ratlier long table. Empty glasses and cups, as You all know what Young Wild West did in
well a s the remnants of a repast, were upon the '1.'ombstone, and many of you h ave heard of what
table, showing that the last time there had been he has done in other places. What he means to
a meeting there no one had taken the trouble to do here is quite evident. Either he has been sent
clear away the . remains. There was a bench on here to hunt down our band, or he came of his
either side of the table. and the five men seated own free will and accord. I know I told you that
themselves all on one side and then looked at the he is lucky in anything he attempts. If he were
empty glasses and cups.
·
not lucky he would not be living now. We -must
"Thinking of the banquet -we had here a week bring all our cleverness to bear, and. the thing to
ago, eh?" and Murillo laughed lightly. That was do is to trap Young Wild West. We must take
to celebra te the successful hold-up ·we made just him alive and dispose of him afterward, .seeing to
over the line. I believe you all got two hundred it that his remains will never be found. Of
dollars apiece from it."
course, the two Americans who are spoken of as
"That is right, Senor Pedro," one of them an- his partners must suffer in the same way. As to
swered. "Just two hundred dollars apiece, · and the female members qf his party, we care nothing
we have not received anything since."
for t)lem, and I wouldn't even suggest that we
"No, nor do I know when you will. If· Young interfere with them at all.''
•
Wild West is successful in hunting us down it will
"Bravo, bravo!'' cried the members of the band
probably mean that our brave band will no longer as the leader took a seat and proceeded- to fill his
exist. But away with such -thoughts. There is glass from the measure of wine.
wine in the cask. Get some."
He waited until the rest had done likewise,
All five sprang to their feet and ran around . then all drank to ihe health of themselves and
the table to a dark corner of the cave. One would the speedy death . of their enemies. The villainhave been enough, but they all seemed eager to . ous bandits might as well have congregated someget the wine. A big copper measure that would where right in the little village and transacted
hold probably a gallon was quickly filled from a the business, but since they seemed to regard the
spigot that protruded from the head of a big hidden cave as the proper place to hold their
cask. It was rich, red wine, and how the bandits meetings, no doubt they felt more secure there.
had got it there it was hard to say, though prob- The meeting was not over- with yet, and after
ably it might have been quite 'easy for them to do thinking for quite a long time, during which he
it in the night. One of them hastened to the en- knitted his brows very often, Murillo brightened
trance with an empty pail, and soon returned 1.1:P ;ind said:
with it full of water. Then the glasses and cups
"I have it, my brav& men.
My daughter,
were washed, and the six proceeded to regale Juanita, shall decoy these American dogs to my ..
themselves with the rich, red wine. • While they b-Ouse, and then we will surprise ·them from the
were thus engaged, faint sounds were heard from ·secret passage and make them prisoners. Juanita
the entrance, and they knew that the maii called , dare not refuse to obey- iny commands, even_,,
· Sanchez was returning. By peering around an though she almost detests me because pf the llf•
angle of the rock they were able to see the sheet I am leading. Come, niy bra.ve ,nen, we wiU drink
of water throuih which the daylight passed and ·again aI\!l then we'll be aw11,y.''
lit up that part •of the cave. · In came a horseFor the third time the glasses were filled and
man, and \fhen they saw that he was followed by emptied. Then Murilld, evidently feeling a gr~
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deal u«hter of heart tJ,an he had been on enter"Hello, Misler Charlie," the Chinaman -called
·
' ing, hurried to his horse and, mounting, boldly . out pleasantly.
rode out under the sheet of water and up _through . "He!l~, .Hop/' ~as the reply. "What are you
the ravine. With him, in single file, came his fol- m~ndin to do with the blamed old mule?" •
lowers, and in this way. they rode back to Greaser
Um cowboys wahtE:e her comee in so she
' ToWJ1.
'
.
comee in, Misle·r Charlie."
'
"Is somebody wantin' to ride her around the
r<>?m?" and the scout looked at the t r io and
grmned.
CHAPTER V.-Hop Makes Fun f~r the
"Not much!" Barney answered. . "Once is
,...
Cowboys.
enough."
"Hop," said ·the scout, "go ahead an' show
.Hop Wah was riitht in his element 'now. When
the cowboys proved to be such good-natured fel- these fellers a little magic. Maybe Jennie kin
lows, he knew that he was going to have the help you out some."
'_'Allee light, Misler Charlie, me do la t pletty
chance to make a little fun.
Chinee; Jennie velly
"Heathen," the man called Jack said, as the quickee. Me velly sm_a rtee
·
Chinee entered, "there ain't i;othin' too good in smartee mule, so be."
. Wild appeared _8':. the door just then, and nodther Bouse for ver. Jest name ~ our particular
brand of pizen, an' if Jeff has got- it you kin have dmg to the proprietor, said:
"How about somethinl{ to eat? It is getting
it."
'
"Me takee lillee dlop of tanglefoot," was the close to one o'clock, Mr. Smith."
"I k~o;v it,'' was the r~ply. ."My wif~ is p.xin'
bland repl'JI.
'
_
"Good! I reckon you'll have to take whisky ·or so~ethm 1;1P fo! yer. Fried chj.cken is one of the
wine. Jeff don't lceep a big assortment. ;But he'll t~mgs s~e s gomg to give yer. If you'h have a
· httle_ pat!ence an' wait ab1mt fifteen minutes longive Yl)r his best brand all right."
•
"Amer ican whisky for Americans, every ,time," ger, it might be ready for yer."
"Viiry well_. We are not ,dying f r om hun ger.
the proprietor retorted.
"An' Chinee whisky for Chinese," spoke up Bar-· But we are m the habit of eati.pg three squar~
ney, grinning broadly. "How's that for a joke, meals a day, whether the weather is hot or cold,.
"Yes, an' J'qj. that same way. But we wasn.'t
boys?"
· ·
·
"It's all right enough for a joke," Jack an- exactly prepared for guests when you came along
swered. "But I reckon that's as far as it kin go, an' it wasn_'t till I fou~d out that you was goin:
to stay here that I give orders to have dinner
since where ·could Jeff git Chinee whisky?"
·
"In China,'' said Hop quickly, keeping as sober fixed up for yer.''
H~ used the mule, Jennie, in some of the tricks
as an owl.
he did for the benefit of the cowboys, and it was
"Ha, ha, ha!"
'·
The cowboys laughed heartily and Jeff joined a late hour before ,the enter.t ainment was ovel'.
. The boy went outside and told Jim and the
in. They had the drinks and Jack paid the bill.
TheJ.l he began asking Hop questions concerning girls what the hotel man said, and then he came
Young Wild West and the rest of the party. They back into the ~ig bar-ro(!m. . While the magic
ans wered . readily enough, and tM three seemed feats Hop was m the habit of performing, were •
delighted at having had the privilege of meeting pld to him, there was always something about
them that was bound to attract attention.
the young deadshot and his friends.
"Why don't you fetch the inule in here with . A_ll hands abou~ the American Hotel seemed
you?'' Barney asked, as he looked <,Ut through the mc~med to take thmgs easy for a while after that
doorway and saw Jennie standing placidly under ~o it was not long before the cowboys were doza tree a short distance away.
- mg on the porch, while even Hop seemed content to remain perfectly quiet for a while
"You wantee her comee in?" _
How lo~g it might have gone on this way can"Sure! Let her come. Go an' git her."
not be said, but a horsemaJ.1 came riding up, and
"Maybe Misler Boss no wantee."
the clatter of hoofs attracted the attention of
c,k., "I reckon ther floor is strong enough to hold everybody.
"' -that little critter," said Smith. "There's been
The newcomer was a Mexican, and he was one
horses walkin' over it at different times. Fetch
of Pedro Murillo's trusty men, too, he having
Jennie insde. I don't care."
"Alle~ight," and then the clever Chinee walked been :sent to gain what information he could by
the leader of the bandits immediately after they
toward tne door and called out:
-.
"Comee, Jennie! Bully uppeel Me wantee got back from the cave.
- you velly muchee quickee.''
He clapped his hands sharply as he spoke, and
.
Jennie pricked up her ears, lQQ.ked that way, and
then came trotting to the door. Hop backed to
CHAPTER VI.-Juanita Leaves Her Father's
·
House.
the center of the room, and the mule came right
on, the laughter of the cowboys, who seemed to
The Mexican who had been sent by Pedro Muregard the proceeding as a very funny on~ not
bothering her one bit. · At this juncture t,hey- rillo -tc;> learn what he could about Young Wild
enne Charlie walked into the room. . Always eager West and his friends lived in one of the most
for fun, the scout wanted to see what was going respectable looking adobe houses Greaser Towr,
, to happen, for he thQllght right away that Hop afforded. He was one of the last who would be
was making ready . to play a prl!,ctic~l joke, or suspected as being a bandit, too, and always co1..ie1se perform something in tbe w~7 ot a magic ducte4· h_imself. ~n. a frie~dly way to •ny8ne he
trick.
'
. ·
came m «;<>ntact wtth. Bemg well acquinted w.it.h

.
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Jeff Smith, who really liked him pretty well, the
villain felt it would be an easy matter for him to
learn what our friends intended to do.
"Hello, Senor Janios!" Smith called out, as
the Mexican dismounted. "How is it you're takin'
a ride at this time of the day?" ·
"I was compelled to go out and look after some
of my cows, which had strayed, so I was informed,
Senor Smith," was the reply, and then the greaser
looked in a casual way at Young Wild West's
party and the cowboys.
"Oh, I see. Jest got back, eh? Your horse
looks as though he's been doin' some mighty
tall sweatin'."
"That is right, senor. Knowing that you have
some good wine here, I decided to stop and refresh
myself a little befor e going home. I am happy to
fay that I rounded up the cow.s all right." 'Then
the Mexican went inside, Smith leading the way.
This had no sooner happened than Wild beckoned
to the clever Chinee.
.
· "Whattee mattee, Misler Wild?" Hop answered,
as he quickly stepped over to the young deadshot.
"I . rec'k:on it .would be a good idea for you to
keep a watch on that fellow, Hop/' was the reply. •
"He may; be all right, and he may not. But since
we happen to,know that a gang of greasers means
to clean us up, we have got to keep o= eyes
and ears open. You get around by a window
somewhere and listen to what the fellow says.
He seems to be on very friendly terms with Smith,
but probably- he might ,let out something that.
Smith would think nothing of. From what he
said he can't live very far from here, so when
he goes away I want you to follow him. You
can do it on foot, I reckon. There is no need of
oiling you anything further, for you understand
what is required of you pretty well." •
"Lat light, Misler Wild. Me undelstandee vellr,
muchee goodee, so be. Me velly smartee' Chinee.'
Then Hop slipped toward the rear of the house
and was not long in stationing himself directly
under a window that was very close to the table
at which Senor Janios ha.a seated himself. Though
he was thoroughly acclimated to the country, the
senor was perspiring freely, but he waited patiently until the hotel-keeper brought him the
wine he had ordered. When he had quaffed some
of it he p.u shed the glass from him and, looking
at Smith, said:
"Senor, you have stmngers at your guests."
"Yes," was the reply. "Maybe you might have
heard- of 'em. That 001 with the long hair hangin'
down over his shoulders is Young Wild West.
He's the Champion ~s.dshot of the West, an' has
got the name of. bein' able to wallop 'a whole regiment of men. A fine boy he is, too, an' he's a
real wonder."
·
" f h ! I am surprised to learn that Young Wild
West is your guest. Yes, I have heard of him,"
and the senor nodded thoughtfully. "A wonderful American boy, I am sure."
"His two partners· is out there, too, an' them '
gals goes around with 'em, you knpw. There's a
couple of Chinamen with 'em, an' one of• 'em is
the greatest -feller -you ever seen. Maybe he'll
come in putty soon, an' I reckon he'll make your
eyes open witlt his cleverness. if ·he- does.'I
·
"Is thst ao? · How kmg .are they going to .remahtl hereT"
.
"I ~'t say· Jest_how long they're goin' to

stop. But you see, they Jlad a little· trouble with
Murillo an' some of his men. Murill<J came here,
an' all of a sudden tried to shoot Young Wild
West."
"ls that so?" and Senor Janios affected ,g reat
amazement.
.
~
"Yes, that's so," · Smith went on, never believing that the man he was tallting to was a spy
and had been sent there for the purpose of getting all the information he could. "But Murillo
didn't stand a ghost o:( a show. Young Wild
West's gal shot the gun from his hand jest about
when he was goin' to put a bullet through ·the
boy's heart.'~
"Wonderful! A girl .did that eh?"
"Yes, that's right/' and Smith proceeded to
relate the whole circumstance, giving a glowing
account of it ~ nd' praising Young Wild West and
his friends highly.
·
"So you don't know how long . they intend to
remain here, then?"
"No, but I sorter reckon they ain't goin' away
until they've t:orraled the bandits what's workin'
in these parts. Young Wild West says he thinks
Murillo is the leader of 'em, an' that the men he
had with him belongs to the band, too. You know
as well as I do that •some of the gang must live
right here in the village."
"Undoubtedly. But they are a clever lot," and
the senor shodlc'his head as if he was hardly able
to understand how such a thing could exist.
"So they intend to make their headquarters
at your hotel until they have corraled the bandits,
do they?" he asked, after thinking for a moment. ·'
"Yes, an' you kin bet your life that it ain't
goin' to take 'em long to do it. There's others
what has been tryin' to git them bandit fellers
an' has failed. But Young Wild West never fails
when he starts out to do a thing; leastwise," and
he shook his head, "that's what I've h.eard." .·
"It would be a very good thing if Young Wild
West should succeed. But I fear that he will not.
Ile is a stranger in these parts, and there are so
many hiding places along the mountainside that I
can't see the least chance for him to find the
hiding place of the bandits. But, of course, he is
welcome to go ahead, and if he succeeds it will be
a good thing, as I just said."
Then the senor quaffed the rest of his wine,
and after mopping his brow arose to his feet, and,
paying for what he had been served with,
started for the door.
"Goin' so soon, senor?" Smith asked.
")"es, I think I'll ride slqj'Vly home now. It is
only a short distance, so I'll let my Jaorse walk
and have a chance .to cool off."
"Maybe you would like to be intrbduced to
Young Wild West and his friends."
.
"Some other time: I am in a little hurry now."
"Oh, all right,.senor. Most likely you'll come
around tonight, an' then you kin git acquainted
with 'em an' have a talk with 'em."
"I shall be glad to do that. But I must go
home right away'."
He walked. leisurely out and, mountin~ his
horse, . rode · away, at a wiµk, merely glanc1ig at
those who were sitting outside under the trees.
His residence·.was less tllfan · a quarter of a mile
fronrthl! h,otel, and·even though he kept:- his' horsas
at a slow walk. · he .was .not long in reaching It.
Senor J anios certainly owned quite a piece ot
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There was a big pen at one corner of it where he
kept his horses, and when he had tur ned . the
steed he had been riding into this, he went mto
the house. The senor was no doubt a vef y clever
man, but he was not half as clever as Hop ~:,1h,
the Chinaman who at that moment was .h1dtng
behind a dum'p of oushes within thirty feet of
the house. Had the Mexican known t ~is something might have happened, but as he did not, he
merely went into the building, and soon came o~t
. again, starting over a path tha~ led :1cross his
property to a. small patch of __sem1-trop1cal woods
a short distace way. After him wen~ Hop, cre~ping along wifh the stealth o:i an Indian followmg
the trail of an enemy. _T he path led throu~h the
woods strai,ght to the adobe house occupied ~y
Murillo, anft the senor was able t? reach this
without being seen by anyone wh_o might be pasi;ing along the highway _at the time. Of c?u~se,
Murillo was waiting for him. He was s1ttmg
under an awning at the r~ar of the h_ouse, smoking a cigarette. His face hghted up wit~ pleasure
when he saw his trusted man appr oa~hmg.
"Well," he said inquiringly, '.'how did you make
out?"
.. ·
·
"
.
"Very good," was the reply. . Young Wild
West is going to make his headquarters at the
erican Hotel until he hf¼S rounded up_the bandits. But. what is more, Pedro, he believes you
to be·the leader."
.
"Oh yes I suppose so," and Pedro shrugged
his sh~ulde~s- "My action today no d?ubt ~aused
him to think that way. Probably Smith has_ told
him about the bandits, and he may have l!,mted
that he thought I was one of them. I havE: heard
that he suspects me."
.
.
"Yes, quite a few, especially the Amer1cans,
suspect you, Pedro. But ·, what doe~ that am~unt
to? So long as they can find no evidence agamst
you, what can they do?"
"I will see to it ·that they will have no chance
to get evidence against me," was the boastful reply. "But come into the ho~se. Probably . y~u
can talk to Juanita and convmce her that 1t 1s
her duty to obey her father."
• _
"1 will do my best, Pedro," and, so saying,
J'anios followed him into the house.
· The conversation hijd been carried oh in Spanish of course, and in rather low tones, but Juanita' the daughter of Murillo, who had been so
~ious to warn Young :Wild West of his di,m ger,
had been listening to every word of it. She was
busy making some preparations in the way of
cooking when the two entered the room. The
girl's face .was rather pale, telling plainly that
she feared her father, yet was determined not to
do anything that was wrong.
.
"Talk to her, Janios," said Murillo, as he threw
himself upon a chair and took a puff at his ciga- ,
rette.
•
·
·
"Juanita," Janios said, -fixing his gaze upon the
girl, "your father tells me that you are mclined
to disobey his wishes. You should know that is ery wrong. If your mother wer-e living she certainly would teach you better than that."
"Senor," the girl retorted, rather boldly, "if my
!!other were living now my father would not be
th~ villain he is. Since her death, when I was but
a small child, he has been drifting away from all
that is good and just. :thave told him that rather
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than assist him .to murder the Americans who are
at the hotel, I will , die 'first. Senor J anios, I
mean that.''. · .
"Aha!" the senor exclaimed, showing no little
surprise.
.
Then he turned to the leader of the bandits and
added:
.
"Pedro, this looks like a. hopeless case. If, I
were you I wouldn't force matters any further.
The senorita 'has a mind of her own, and I am
sure she is quite old enough to have one. The
best t!iing you can do is to keep her out' of it. ·
Su,rely she would not inform. the Americans as to
who and what you are: Blood is thicker than
water, and the senorita will surely stand by her
father, even though she ref10ses to aid him m
doing anything which she thinks is unjust.'' ·
"So that is the way you think, Janios?" Pedro
answg ed coolly.
·
"Y~ ; you very often ask me for advice, and if
you should ask it now I would tell you the same
as I have already stated, not in the way of advice,. but merely as a suggestion."
·
"I know you are a brave man, and I am inclined to -do as you advise. But. if I .do· I sha11
drive my daugnter from my house."
"Tliat is where you will make a mistake. sbe
might inform the Americans that you are the
leader of the bandits. and that you are plotting to
kill Young Wild West.''
"Since ,they already know that, what would it
amount to?" Murillo as~ed, somewhat sneeringly.
"If Juanita decides to go against her f ather she
may do so. But she knows what the vengeance of
a Mexican means. I mean a true Mexican and
I consider myself one.'',
'
The gip stood as if she had · been turned to
stone, listening to all this. Presently her lips
moved, but she.._must have changed her mind, or
could not frame the words that came to them.
Then she turned and slowly ·walked from the
room:
·
·
"Sh_e is going to leave, Janios," Pedro said,
laughmg harshly. "Let her go. I have tried my
best to bring her up in my way, out it is useless."
· "Oh, if • f?he does leave ;you she wit! be glad
enough to come back again."
.
"No," and Pedro shook his head. "That is not
her way. She would never c:ome back to me after
once leaving me. Ske has said that repeatedly,
and I know her well enough to believe that she
means it. But she cah go, for I surely will be a
great deal better off without her. How .easy it
will be to get a woman to do. the cooking here
and ke'l,I) the house tidy."
.
"Oh, yes, that will be very easy, I think. We
will wait until she has gone, and then you can
tell me what your plans are.'1
·
"I had planned to have Juanita invite the
American girl, who is Young Wild West's sweetheart, to call on her here. Then I meart to seize
her and co1;vey her through ~he secret passage to
the house In the woods, which,. a~ you know, is
only two hundred feet from here."
"Yes, and what then, Pedro?"
- "What then? Why, Young Wild West would
come to look for her, would he not?"
"Oh, yes, I see; and then you would dispose of
him."
''Exactly, and his partners, tQo, for undoubtellly they,. would be with him."
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"Well, it is quite evident that Juanita will not
invite the American senorita here."
"Which means," said Pedro smilingly, "that sh.e
will have to be seized and brought here, for I have
decided that she must come first . . The rest will
follow, and then I will have my revenge on Young
Wild West for what . he did to my brother in
Tombstone.''
"Yes, and perhaps we will be a little richer,
for the Americans surelv must have plenty of
money with them or they couldn't travel about
as they do."
·
· "Money and watches and other jewelry,"
chuckled Pedro. "I like jewelry, and the pile I
now have of it is increasing. Some day I will
ha e it sent a long distance an'd convert it into
cash in American gold, which is the only real
money after all.''
They could he11,r the girl moving about ill,.,another part of the house, so the conversation
ceased. Pedro found some wine in the cellar-like
place under the adobe house, and then the two sat
there and drank slowly, while they smoked their
cigarettes and occasionally nodded to each other
to show that they were in perfect accord. Presently Murillo ar ose and went outside. He .was
just in time to see hi~--daughter walking rapidly
away, carrying with her two bundles. Back he
wellt to the house.
.
"\Vell, my daughter has gone, and you can depend µ.pon it that it is for good, Janios,'' he ·s aid
u~feelingly. "I am glad of it, though it cuts me
a little to think of the good woman her mother
was. Ha, ha, ha!" and he laughed almost hysterically. "That is p,ast. and gone. What do I
"t:are for such things now? I am--Pedro Murillo,
the bandit leader, and I defy the whole world.''

tening for a couple of minutes and hearing nothing that would indicate the presence of anyone
close by, the clever Chinee stepped ;forward and
t~ied the door. It was locked, as he could tell
right away. Then he looked up and saw a win- .
dow close to the end at the left. There were no
panes of glass to the window, but upright iron
bars were in the opening, and across the center
was a bar of wood.
"Allee samee likee plison, so be,'' the Chinaman
muttered under his breath. "Um bad gleasers
wantee makee Missee Alietta comee here. Len
when Misler Wild comee lookee for Missee Alietta
~e gittee killed.. Velly ~leat scheme, but maybe
rt no workee. Mrsler Wild velly smartee Melican
boy. Me velly smartee Chinee:"
The Chinaman went around the buiding, but
soon found that there was no possible way to gain
an entrance to it. '.He was very anxious to find
out somethin11: about the secret passage which led
from the house to the building. But unless he
forced the door or one of the windows he could
not get inside, and not wishing to do anything
like that just then, he turned and made his way
back in the direction of Murillo's residence. Up
o the window he crept and, hearing voices inside, he gave a nod of satsfaction and ti)en took
the risk of peering in. He was just in time, and
he congratulated himseJf for -it. Pedro was in .
the act of raising a trap-door, the table. having
been moved aside to permit him to do so.
.
Senor Janios was standing near him, l~oking
very much pleased. A grin came over the Chinaman's face, for he could not help feeling that
there. mig~t be a good chance for him to play a
practical Joke, even though he had been sent hy
Young Wild West to. spy Ul)On the villain and
learn what their -intentions were. When he saw
Pedro go down a flight of steps to the cellar, the
feeling came upon him stronger than ever. ·But
when Jatrios followed f\Ild took' pains to clo~ the
CHAPTER VIL-Arietta Is ~idnaf>ped.
trap-door after him, he could not resist the tempOutside crouching close to a window and hid- tation. Slipping around to 'the door of the house,
den from view by a big bush was H01> Wah. He he stepped in boldly, for he was well satisfied that
had listened· to all that had been said, and when there.,w as .no one else there just· then. The first
the girl tooe her departwe he saw her as she dis- thing-ne did was to lift the table back upon the
appeared around the corner of the house. But trap-door, taking care that two. of the legs rested
he was not satisfied yet, for he had heard the two upon it. Hop knew that when the door was raised
villains speaking of a secret passage which led · the table would be overturned, and this would no
to ·a building something· like two hqndred feet dis- doubt astonish the two villain s. But he was not
tant. Hop was curious to to get inside this build- altogether satisfied · with having done this. lie
ing, and feeling that he could learn no mo.re by loqked around the room, and seeing a pail that ·
staying lfhere he was, he slipped away from the was half filled with water, he placed it on the
house and, getting into a thicket close at hand, table. Then some pans and crockery caught his
looked for the adobe house in the woods. lIJl was eye. These were quickly .carried to the table.
not long iri seeing ·t, and then without the least
"Be velly muchee smashee," he thought, smilhesitation he start d for it. It was a small, ing broadly. "Makee bad gleasers velly muchee
square structure ,built ,of the sun-dried brick co.m - 'fl.aid. Me velly -smartec Chinee."
mon to that part of the country. Around it was
.Having done all this, he slipped quietly from
quite a thicket, while semi-tropical trees spread the house-and hurried straight fox the smaller
their boughs completely over the roof. The -house building in the woods. Again he was not a •momight have been erected . for a tenant, or perhaps ment too soon, for as he peered through the first
for the men who wp rked upon the small planta- window he came to he saw a trap-door rising at
tion. But Pedro Murillo's small estate was not the further ~d.
much under cultivation just now, and it surely
"Me velly lucky Chinee,'' he said to himself.
would require little or· no help to .t ake care of ''Plenty tlap-door, so be. Um passage lun flom
what there was growing. there.
·
·
one house to um other house. Y eUy gleat
Hop ·was generally fearless when he was placed ,. scheme.''
in such positions, so he went on through the patch
Murillo crune out first, ancr stood waiting until
of woods and was soon standing before the adobe his companion emerged ftt>m the opening.
house, the door of which was closed. After lie"By covering the window 1io as tQ make it dark
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in here the American girl might be kept here for to his feet. "ls ·someone chasin' the heathen, I
several' days, if it were necessary," Pedro said in wonder?"
"Easy, Charlie," the young deadshot answered
Spanish to his . companion.
Hop could not understand this, of course, but. coolly. "As far as I can see there is no one after
he heard the word American and knew it must re- him. Just keep cool and he'll mighty soon tell us
fer to Wild or someone else belonging to the_ all about it."
"Hip hi, hoolay!" the heathen exclaimed as he
party.
came to a halt near them, causing the cowboys
"Yes, Pedro," Janios answered, nodding his , and
the proprietor of the hotel to look at him in
head approvingly. "But it wouJdn't be good pol- astoni_
gittee here allee light, Misler
icy to keep her here. You, like me, are supposed Wild.'1s hment. "Me
·
to be an honest man."
"What is the matter with you. Hop?" the young
"You are, you mean," the leade! . retortE;d, deadshot asked sharply, at the
time shootforcing a laugh. "I am under susp1c1on, while ing a meaning glance at him. same
"You must feel
no one dreams that you are anything but an hon- pretty g<><Jd to run as fast as that
in this heat.''
est, well.to-do Mexican gentleman."
"Lat allee light, Misler Wild. Me feelee lun
"How glad I am that they ,think that way. But velly fast, and me lun velly fast. Me velly smarlittle do they know that my income is derived tee Chinee.''
from · the mQDey we take from. travelers, and
Then he came and sat down, and after he had
others our band holds up occasionally."
regained his breath Wild said:
It was al} Greek to Hop, even though he knew
"Now, don't you try to tell us anything right
quite a few words in Spanish. But the way the here, for there is no need of anyone hearing it.
two men talked was altogether too rapid for him, I know you have got somethma' important to tell,
so he simply listened until he heard them moving but just take it easy. Go inside and get a drink
about the room, and then he again took a peep. of something, and I'll meet you out where the
It happened that they were going to return by horses are. I'll walk around that way in about
means of the passage, the same as they had come. ten minutes."
Murmo had caused the passage to be made, the
"Allee light, Misler Wild," and then the rest
work being done at night by members of the band acted just as if it was comm<lll :for the Chinaman
of greasers who were brought from distant points to do stdnge things.
•
and paid . good wages. Very. often ~e made the
· Hep arose and, with a broad grin on his face,
trip through the passage by h1mse1f, Just because .sauntered into the house. Jeff · Smith, who was
He was so proud of having constructed it. Back sitting outside trying his 'best to get the benefit
he .started lighting a candle as he reached the of what tittle air there wu stirrin¥, arose and
foot oft~ little ladder, and after him came followed him in.
,
"Well, if you ain't the blamedest heathen I
Janios.
Meariwhi)e Hop lost no time in getting back to ever seen," he declared, as Hop dropped upon a
the side of the other house. He wanted to hear chair near the bar. "What are you goin' to have
· .
.
the crash an• see the expressions that would to drink, heathen?"
"Me wantee dlink of water, so lile."
surely 1te upon the faces of the two men when
"Water, eh?" and the man looked at pim in
they emerged from the trap-door. The clever
Chinee was watching sharply. Not a sound could surprise.
he hear until of a sudden there came a bump, • "Lat light, me velly dly. Me havee dlink of
and the table jarred slightly. Someone was under water and len me takee lillee tanglefoot.''
"Oh, I see. That ain't - a bad idea. We'll fut
the trap-dO?r, as he knew. He listened and heai:d
voices and then there came another bump. This you up right away."
Smith raised the trap-door behind the bar and
time the table raised· a few inches, but settled
back into place, forcing he door back· again. But went down into the apolegy for a cellar- and soon
the third time . it was different. Up came the came up ·with a fresh pail et water. He had in'!n.p-door with _a swing, and over went ~he table, geniously arranged a pipe :from the stream that
sending the pall of water and other thmgs that trickled down the rocks so close to- the house, imd
in this way the water kept quite cool Hop drank
~ - had been placed upon it by the Chinaman in every
co:piously of the water, and then after &etting his
direction.
"Hip hi, hoolayl" the Chinaman exclaimed, as drmk of tanglefoot he looked out of the window
loud as he dared. "Lat velly funnr, joke, so be. and said:
"_M aybe Jennie allee _samee dly. Me gittee some
Me gittee back and tellee Young Wild West allee
water for her.''
.
'bouttee."
"You_don't have to do 'that, Hop," Smith reThen off' he went at a run, -making straight for torted. "My man attends to all them. things. He
the road, which was very close to the front of the took some water out to the horse less than half
building. Hop put on a sprint, for he fea11d an hour ago.''
that the two Mexicans might run out of the house,
"Lat allee light, me go 10<:'kee, so be."
~ if they should happen to see him, fire a shot
"Well, you kin depend on it that the horses
or two at him. ' But nothing of the kind hap- an' the mule-is bein' took good ~re of. I'm runpened, and almost breathless and• perspiring nin' a first-class joint here, an' I ain't goin' to
freely, he reached the h<1tel. Wild and his com- let nobody go away dissatisft.ed.''
. .
panions were sitting in about the same spot as
But Hop went on out, and when he got around
· when the Chinaman had followed the Mexican. behind an outi>uilding, Wild met him.
. .
from the place. When they saw him coming they
"Now then, Hop," the young deadshot said coolall felt right away that something out of the ly, •;,ou can go ahead and tell me how you IDAq
llSU&l had h_ap_pened.
.
out. ..
.
"Great gimlets!" exclaimed the scout, leapms
•Allee light, Misle,- Wild," and the clever Chi-
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nee proceeded to relate all he had seen and heard
"Wait till I see what she wants. Maybe I caa
as well a s he could.
induce her to come over here," she said, as she
He r attled it off in his pidgin-English, but Wild hurried to the trees.
unden,tood every word of it, and now and then
The Mexican girl was very nervous, and aa
he corrected him when he made a mistake as to Arietta stepped in behind the trees she caught
details.
her by the arm and showed how glad she wu
"Misler Wild," he said in conclusion, "um gleas- •to meet her.
ers t alkee Melic&n sometimes and len talkee in
"I have left my home, senorita," she said in a
Spanish. Me fin dee .outtee velly muchee when ley low tone of voice.
talkee Melican, but me no undelstandee when ley
"You have?" Arietta answered, just as if she
talkee Spanish."
'
knew nothing of it. "What does this mean?"
" Well, I a m glad you understand enough to
"I cannot longer live with my father, for he
· find out that there was a passage leading from is a villain. But don't ask me anything about
the house to the building in the woods. This is him. You have already seen' enough of him to
what I call a very: clever plot, indeed. So they know. I fear that he will come and look for
intend to kidnap Arietta and place 4er in the me. , If you could 9nly get me in the hotel ao
little adobe house in the woods, do they? Well, nobody would see me."
·
I reckon they'll hav~ a mighty .,hard time doing
"I think that could be done all right," Arietta
it. Hop, you have done fine. I think I'll let you answered.
•
try again, for maybe you will be able to locate , ''.Oh, if yo~ can only d9 it. I would be glad
the secret rendezvous of the bandits."
to go away with you when you leave this place.•
"Whattee lat, Misler Wild?" and the Chinaman
Arietta noticed the bundles that lay upon the
looked at him inquiringly.
' ground in some •b ushes, and after glancing
"Rendezvous. I niean by that a hiding-place." through an opening toward the spot where her
"Oh, me undelstand. Lendezvous, eh? Lat vellr, friends stood watching, she stepped forward and
funny Melican' word . • Allee samee likee Chinee.' seized one of the bundles.
"Never mind what it is like: I reckon I'll give
"Come on, Juanita," she said coaxingly. "We'll
them a chance to steal Arietta if there is no go around to the rear of the house and I'll take
other way to get a~ them. We'll be right on hand you in all right."
when they do it, you can })et."
The girl ~miled gratefully, and then picked up
"Me no likee lat, Misler Wild," and the China- the other bundle. Arietta started along througll
man shook his head. "Maybe if ley ketchee Missee the bushes, blit she had not gone more than
Alietta you havee velly liardee timee."
twenty feet when a rough hand reached from
"Well, I don't know exactly what I'll do just behind a tree and caught her by the shoulder•
. yet. I'll talk it over with Charlie and Jim. Did Before she could make an outcry a heavy cloth
you notice whic:tl way the Mexican girl went?" was thrust over her mouth, and then she was
Wild asked him, as he suddenly remembere~ what lifted from her feet and borne swiftly through
the Chinaman had said regarding her.
the bushes. The Mexican girl gave a startled cry
"She comee ·lis way, Misler Wild."
th•at was scarcely audible and staggered back
"She didn't come to the hotel, that's . certain. until she came to a tree that would support her.
Maybe she l as gone to a relative or one of the She could hear the trampling in the bushes, but
-neighbors. We'll have to find her, though I don't she seemed powerless to act. But suddenly lier
mean to question her any concerning her father1 ·- strength came to her, and then her eyes blazed
It wouldn't be fair."
with fury and she started swiftly in the direction
The two went bn back to the house. Hop found the girl had been carried so suddenly.
a convenient place in the shade, and threw himself at full length upon the ground, no doubt feeling that he had done his duty. The rest were
'
waiting eagerly for the young deadshot, and when
CHAPTER VIII-Wild
Is Trapped.
he joined them he was not long relating it all
in a low tone of voice that could not be hea:td by
It happened that the underg~owth among the
the· cowboys or Smith. But they were all dozing trees was ,so thick that Young Wild West
now, and it is doubtful if they would have paid his friendl:I were unable to see anything of Arietta
any attention if he had talked louder. Arietta after shl stepped into it. But they could hear
was mitch interested in the pretty senorita.
her voice as she was talking 'With the senorita.
The afternoon wore along, and gradually the and none of them thought for a moment that aha
sun dropped in the west. It was very quiet in was in peril. They waited for about five minutes,
Greaser Town, and it seemed rather strange that and then not seeing anything of either of the
no one happened along to stop at the hotel. Cer- girls, Wild walked over toward the group of
tainly it was not at all interesting to our friends, trees and bushes. As he pushed his way throu:gla
and there is no doubt but that they would have h4l,._suddenly came upon the two bundles Juanita
left the place before this if it had not been that hlltt brought ~ere. The moment he saw them ft
they ~ew the bandits were after them. Wild flashed upon him that soniethin~ had happened. '
was wishing that some of them would come He started on a run and quickly ran out t.o the
around, especially the fellow who had been there other side. There was a short, open space, and
last to spy upon them. About half an hour befoJ:16 then came a small piece of woods that joined the
&upper-time they were startled by. a faint _c all highway. The boy looked around and could see
from a group of trees a short distance from nothing, though he could hea.r tramping feet ia
where they were sitting. All eyes- turned in that the woods. He ran swiftly around until he coal4
direction, and then Juanita showed herself and see Charlie, Jbn and the girls, and then he baa.
motioned that she would like to speak to some oned to his partners to follow him and made a
une. Arietta was the first to respond.
l>reak toward the right.
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Cbarlie \ and Jim lost no time in running that it," Barney spoke up. "We kllOW all about it,
way. Meanwhile, the young deadshot quickly Young Wild West. Jeff Smith was tellin' us the
reached the road, but he was too late to see any- whole thing. It's the gal what shot the gun from
thing of his sweetheart. However, as he began his hand that he's took away, ain't it?"
looking around for footprints, the Mexican girl
"Y~s. She's the one. It's Arietta."
suddenly appeared from the bushes in a state
"Well, I wouldn't want to leave her in the
of great fear.
hands of that gang very long, then."
"Oh, senor!" she exclaimed, "it is too bad, it
Wild thought for ..a moment or two, for he realis too bad."
ly was considerably · puzzled as to what should
"What is too bad?" Wild demanded, running up be done.
to her and taking her gently by the arm.
The fact that the bandits had so cleverly
"They have carried the beautiful American caught Arietta showed quite plainly that they
senorita away. My father did it, my father did were aliv.e to the business they were following.
it. Oh, oh! How can I bear it?"
•
It had been a neatly played trick, but when the
"Calm .yourself!" ' Wild exclaimed, controlling boy thought it over he decided that there. was
himself by a great effort. "Where did they go nothing very strange about it after all, since unwith her?"
doubtedly they had been watching the girl who
"That we,y. They me¥ to take her to my left the home of her father, and when Arietta
father's house."
went to her it was an easy thing for them to BUr"They do, eh? Well, that's all right. I reckon prise and capture her. Wild knew there might
we'll get the best of them. _They surely don't be a dozen or more members of the band, and
mean to kill her."
•
this meant that they could scatter about and
''No, no, they will not kill her. They want you keep a watch for any one" who might go to find
.to follow, so you may be shot down. 'My father's the· missing girl .
men will be hiding and looking for you to come."
"They've got a trap for me all right,'' he said,
"We will not try to look for her just now, nodding to his partners. . "But I am going
to
senorita. We must outwit the bandits."
do my best and
fall in it. Now then, these
"I am sure I can help you," came the fervent men have offered not
their assistance.
they
reply. "I have left my home and I never intend can go over near his house and tryPtobably
and find out
to go there again to live. But I know where they something."
.
will take the senorita."
"Jest say the word and we'll go," Barney spoke
"We .know, too," the boy answered, and then
he ·turned and expla,ined matters as far as he up. "We know where Pedro Murillo lives. We've
been here so many times that we know about
could to Charlie and Jim.
Juanita was almost terror-stricken. Somehow where every one lives in Greaser Town."
"Well, you can do that, then. But be careful
she seemed to regard it as all her fault that
Arietta had been seized and carried .away by the that you don't get into t;rouble with them."
"If we do we'll show 'em how we kin shoot!"
villains. At first she refused io accompany Wild
, to the hotel. But when she saw that he was ob- Jack exclaimed, his eyes flashing.
. durate, she walked along, not 'saying a word un- • "Boys, this is goin' to be a bad piece of.business," Jeff Smith called out from the door. "I
til ~ and Eloise ran to meet them.
''Oh, oh!" she cried, running to the sco"4t's kin feel it in my bone,s that blood is goin' to be
wife and clasping her about the neck. "The .sen- spilled. Young Wild West has made up his mind
orita has been stolen away, and it is all-my fault!' to git them bandits, an' Murillo has made up his
Anna and Eloise were amazed as well as fright- mind to have Young Wild West's life. Jest who's
ene<i, but they tried to soothe the girl, and when goin' to win out I can't say, but I hope it's
•
Wild told them that everything was bound to, Young Wild West..''
·"You kin bet all you're w.orth that it will be,"
come out all right, they led ·her inside the house.
"What's the troutlle, Young Wild West?" the · Cheyenne Charlie declared. "Wild ain't never
cowboy called Jack asked, when he saw the young lost in a game like this yet, an' he ain't goin' t v
deadshot and his partners talking rather excited- lose now."
The longer Wild waited the more desperate he
ly. "Kin we help yer out any?"
"I reckon you can," was the reply. "Murillo, became. The cowb9ys were fearless enough, anq
the leader of the bandits, has stolen one of our were waiting to hear if he had anything further
to say.
girls."
"You go over there and the chances are you'll
The cowboys became very much excited, and,
pulling their guns, they all began talking at be able to have a talk with them. You needn't
once, declaring that they would go and rescue tell them what you have come for, and they may
the girl if they only knew where they could find be deceived."
her.
As the boy said this Jack gave the word to his
"Easy, boys,'' Wild said, iV, his cool artd easy two partners, and they all three started down
way. "There is no need in getting excited over the road on foot, for it was a very short distance
this. I am pretty well satisfied that thCP girl will to Murillo's house.
•
not be harmed. Murillo and his gang have taken
"Now ·boys,'' the young deadshot said, forcing
)ler to a little adobe house in the woods, expect- a · smile and nodding to his partners, "I reckon
ing that we will follow. They will be hidin~ in we have got to take a roundabout way_ and ap'-mbush for us, and, of course, it will be easy for proach this little adobe house in the woods from
them to shoot us down. Murillo ha& sworn to another direction. Hop will go with us, since he
have my life, anyhow, for he claims that I was •was smart enough to gain so much information.
the means of sending his brother to prison someWild did not bother to say anything to Anna
.t;hing like a year ago."
and Eloise, who were inside the house with the
"He- tried to git yer to-day, but he couldn't do senorita. He took his rifle from the hallway of
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the hom,e, where it had been standing, and nod- • inside, so without saying a word to Wild or Jim
he slipped through a window and began stealing
ding_to those who intended to go with him said:
"Now then, come on. We have got quite a cautionsly about the house.
"Where is Hop?" Wild asked, suddenly missing
little tramp ahead of us. We want to go aroundat least a mile from the house in the woods be- ·him.
"I don't know, unless he went inside the house,"
fore we approach it. Hop, you show us the oest
Jim answered. Just then a smothered cry sounded.
way."
"Allee light, Misler Wild, me showee you," and Both boys knew it was Hop .who had given utthe clever Chinee at once started ahead of them. terance to it, and it flashed upon them instantly
He conducted them through the woods and then a . tha:t he had been surprised.
"Stay right here, Jim," the young deadshot
short distance along the road until they came to
the little plantation owned by Senor Janios. Much whispered. "I'll go around to the rear. We'll
to our hero's satisfaction the senor came out as mighty soon find out what has happened to Hop."
Jim gave a nod, and then the young !}eadshot
they were nearing it.
"Boys," he whispered, without turning his head, hurried around to the rear of the building. He
"I reckon we'll make that fellow a prisoner. He was just turning the corner when three villainhas no idea that we know he is one of the bandits." ou_s-looking greasers pounced upon him. His re-"Right yer are," the scout answered. The four volver was knocked from his hand before he
now walked boldly up to the veranda, where the knew it, and then before he could give a cry of
senor was sitting comfortably and puffing away warning a heavy hand was thrust over his mouth
upon a cigarette. He arose and, bowing politely, and he was lifted fiom his feet; Exclamations in
Spanish came to his ears, and then he was borne ;~
•
said:
'
"Welcome, my American friends! I saw you at swift1y into a grove of fruit trees.
"Trapped, after all," was the first thought tha_t l
the hotel, but.I had no time to get an introduction.
came to his head. "They have got Anetta and
Which of you is the Champion Deadshot ?"
"There he isi right there," Cheyenne Charlie they have got me, too. But I'll win out yet." As
soon as they were well out of sight of the adobe
answered; quick y, as he pointed at Wild.
"Ahl I am very glad to make you acquaintance, house the three greasers stopped. Then a rope
Young Wild West. My name is Janios, and this is was wound about the boy's body, pinning his
.my plantation." Wild did not notice the proffered arms to his sides, while a handkerchief was thrust
hand, but made out that h was surveying the in his mouth, almost choking him, and tied there.
He could not make the least outcry, and it was
..
premises.
"I 8IJll very glad. to meet you, senor," he said, difficult for him to breathe. He recognized hr<> of
coolly. "The fact is that next to Pedro Murillo the grea.!!ers as having been at the hotel that
you are the man I mo·s t wanted to meet right morning, and he could tell by their looks that
they had no mercy for him. Any one less stout·
now."
"ls that so? -Why?" Wild quickly jerked a hearted than Young . Wild West would rorely '
revolver -from the holster, and pushing tne muz- have felt it was all u-p with him, for .Pedro Hurilzle close to the astounied man's face, answered: lo ha~ sworn to kill him, and he knew it. But not
"Because you are a very tricky spy and belong so with the ~•otmg deadshot. He was o n . the
.
to the gang of bandits. Mr. Greaser, you are my sort _who n"· · ·· ;-rive_up.
StiJl, he w,1~ m anyt~ing but a pleasant frame
prisoner."
"Carambal" hissed the Mexican his face turn- of mmd as the three villains ferced him to walk
Ing as pale as death "What me'an you boy?" along with them, a~ when they finally came to
"Don't get excited Janiosl You heard' what I a little building in t'Jre woods, Wild ·guessed right
said, I reckon. You ~re my prisoner. Now then, ~way that it was_the plaee the secret J)8.SSage .
hold up your hands, for if you don't I will be very led to. The door was quickly unlocked -by one ·
the greasers, and then Wild was hustled inapt to put a bullet. through you." The senor
looked around despairingly and then up went side by the other two, who_ pushed him into a
co~er and then sto?d over him their rev~hers
'
his hands.
"That's the way to do it, greaser," Cheyenne pomted directly at him. The fellow ~ho had unChaTlie said, as he stepped up and took the re- locked the qool' left ~e place, al!d Wild felt cervolver and knife from his belt. "I reckon you tain that he was gomg for Munllo. Yet he did
know when you're well off. You ain't feelin' like not g~ve up, tpough his only hoJ!8· now was t~at
havin' a chunk of lead through your heart jest Charlie and Jim, would come in time to .save bun.
now." The senor protested loudly, but it was of
no avail, and. in a very ·short time the scout had
tied his hands, and when he had finished he looked
CHAPTER IX.-Murillo Is Mu.ch E"xcited.
at the young deadshot and said:
•
"What are you goin' to do with him, Wild?"
When the table fell over with a crash as the
"Take him over to the hotel, Charlie. We will
wait ·until you come ba~k. . There may be more trap door• was forced violently upward, , Murillo
of the greasers around here." The scout ~ave a and Janios were astounded. But the former
nod and promptly started away with his pnsoner. quic~y sprang into the room, and when ihe shot
J anios held back, but when he was prodded by a quick glance about and realized what had .
the muzzle of a gun his step be~me more elastic, caused the racket, it struck him right away that ·
a;ld the result was that Charlie kept him almost • some one had been in the house since t}Jey entered '
at a trot as he went on toward the hotel with the secret passage. It was but ·n atural that he . ,
laim. Hop no· sooner saw Charlie start away with should run to a window, and .it happened ~ •
the prisoner than _he began looking in the win- he caugh~ a fleeting glimpse of_Hop Wah u .he
"°'ws of the house. :z'here seemed to be no one was rumung away from the place.
0
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, '"What!" he cried, excitedly, as Janios hurried
"A Chinee has been here. A spy,
J anios."
·,
"A spy?" the senor answered in a puzzled way.
"Yes. The~e are two Chinese with Young Wild
West. One of them was here spying. He surely
must have seen us enter the cellar. If he had
' not why shoul~ he take the trouble to move the
table over the trap-door and put those pans and
other things on it?"
"l don't know," and Janios shook his head showing that he could not even form an opinion regarding the matter.
· . .
"But I know. It was the Chinaman who did it.
He was spyin~ on us and he saw us lift the trap
and go down mto the passage. Then he slipped
into the house, no doubt for the purpose of playing a joke on us. But I think that is as far as
it went. He surely didn't kh ow that we were
going through the passage to the. other house."
They were conversing in Spanish now, and both
forgot that they had talked in English. previous
to enter ing the secret passage. But living on
American soil both men had become well versed
in the English language, and. it ":'as very often
that they used it when conversmg.
Senor Janios was a very clever rogue and a
hypocrite, for he could usuallf pull the wool over
the eyes of the unsuspecting. But when it came
to craftiness, Pedro Murillo was far his superior.
He was doing a lot of thinking now, and it did .
not take him very long to form a plan of action.
Laying a hand on his companion's shoulder, he
nodded his head and said:
"Janios, my daughter refused to lend a hand to
assist us to trap Young Wild West so we might
put him to death."
~'Yes I know," was the reply. "There is· no
need of talking about that now."
.
"Yes, there is need of talking about it now.
She refused to aid me, but she is going to do
it just the• same."
"What do you mean, Pedro?"
"My daughter will naturally go to the American
dogs for protection."
"No, she will go t!) the homl! of her: mother's
sister." '
"Yes, she will. But that don't mean that she
~11 not try to get in communication with Young
Wild West."
.
"I fail to understand you, Pedro," and. Janios
shook his head.
"You do, eh? , Well, I will soon enlighten you,
then. I am going to send three of my men .t o
watch the house of my sister-in-law."
"Yes, but what good will that do us?"
"We ean't tell what good it will do us, but it
may. We are going to trust to luck," as the
,Americans say."
,
"Very well. I aw.ait your orders, Pedro." •
"You go and get the three men ·and tell· them to
do · as I say. I will wait here for a while, for I
am not feeling in a very good mood just now.
Stirring things have happened during the day,
and my daughter has left her home because she
claims that her father is a scoundrel! Hard
lines, Janios, hard lines, indeed." ·
"Laugh it off, Pedro,". came the reply. " What
care you if Juanita has left you? , She will be
glad enough to come to the' shelter of your ·roof
ac,me time later on." Senor J anios then took his
to his side.
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departure to carry out the instructions of the
leader, while Murillo, somewhat dejected•in spite
of the way he had been talking, went into another •
room and settled in a comfortable chair to tltink
matters over. Janios was not long in getting
the men. He found three of them, and instructed
them as to what they should do, telling them at
the same time that if they got the least chance to
make a prisoner of Young Wild West, or any one
belonging .t o his party, they should avail them-selves of tlie opportunity and do it in proper shape.
The three greasers had a rather long wait of It
after they concealed themselves in the near ~
cinity of the house they thought Juanita had
made her way to. For .reasons of her own the
girl had not gone there at all, but had made her
way to the patch of woods and the thicket so
close to the hotel, taking her bundles with her.
Nearly two hours had elapsed since the girl left
her ho~e when she was seen coming across _the
road from the woods. ·
• ·
Right here it may be stated· that Juanita had
been very anxious to get in communication with
Young Wild West and his friends, but had feared
to show h~rself, and leaving her bundles in the
thicket, she started to go to her aunt's for advice
and comfort. The three men watched her and
saw her go to the house. But as they did not
want her, they simply had lo wait 1mtil she came
out and went somewhere else; and then another
long wait followed, this time longer then the last.
But finally the g{;I came out and made her way
by a short cut toward the American Hotel.
The bandits tollowed her cautiously, and when
they saw the American girl appear, they
were overjoyed, for they felt that the patience
they had shown in waiting. nearly the entire afternoon was soon to reward them. It is necessary
to state how they managed to capture Arietta so
easily~ There was really no trouble about jt
· at all, since things seemed to be working exactly
their way. The greasers took care to bind and
gag the girl, though they treated her witn consideration and respect as well as they could under
the circumstances. She was borne straight to
Murrillo's house, and it happened that he had two
of his men there with him, drinking wine and
waiting patiently to hear from Senor -J anios and .
the rest.
·
"Hal" the villainous leader exclaimed, as fhe
girl was suddenly carried into the room where
he was sitting. "What have we here? The
American beauty, as I live! Bravo! You shall
be rewarded for this, men." Though her face
was partly concealed by a big silk handkerchief
that had been tied over her mouth, Arietta's
golden hair was plainly visible, so it was easy
for Murillo to recognize her. He looked at her
ht fiendish satisfaction for a moment, and then
laying a hand upon the helpless girl's shoulder,
said:
"Senorita, I am sorry for you, but it must be
done. I am overjoyed to have you here, for now
Young Wild West will surely follow, and when
he does he will siniply come into a trap. At first
I intended to have him shot· down like a :fog, but
I have changed my niind. I want to gioat. over
him for a while before he is put to death. I hav.
a room here that will just suit your purpose for
the present. It was occupied by· my daughter,
who has left her home because she dOP.11 nnt lib
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her father being a bandit. Ha, ha, ha I My Ameri- .attacked the house, for they drew .back behind
can beauty, that sounds strange, does it not? some trees and remained there in waiting.
• Just as· if a bandit is not as good as any one else.
"Aha!" Pedro .exclaimed, tri~mphantly. "They
But come. I must make you hard and fast, ,for· have enough of it, eh? We will soon settle this
Young Wild West may come in at any moment:" matter. Now for Young Wild West and his
Arietta was unable to make a reply, though partners to come in sight. If there is no other
she did her best to do so. She was !luickly carri~ way they must be shot down, though I much
to the room, the leader of the bandits mentioned, prefer to take t}].e young dog of an American
and then with her hands securely tied, she was alive."
placed upon couch and the door locked, leaving
"We'll catch him alive, Pedro," one of them
her in solitude. Murillo questioned the three declared, as he helped himself to a glass of wine.
men and learned from them. that there were "We have windows on three sides, and we will
thre~ more at the house of J anios.
watch for them to come." Pedro was watching the
"You will be enough," he said, nodding to them. cowboys, and after a wait of ten minutes he saw
''Conceal yourselves in the house. Young Wild them turn and take the road toward the h·o tel.
West will surely come here. His partners may
"Good!" he exclaimed, in Spanish. "Now Y.ounl
be with him, ·but I want him alive. • They can be Wild w ·e st will surely come in a few minutes.
shot down, and you can do it before they know But s?:mething like twenty minutes passed before
it. Keep -your carbines in readiness, but remain anythmg further happened; that is, anything that
concealed and wait. Here, drink some• wine. It the bandits knew of, for really there was somewill quench your thirst." Those who had brought thing happening in the house at that very moment
Arietta to the place greedily swallowed the wine which theY. would have been glad to know. One
that was given them. Tlien they stationed them- of the band was discovered running swiftly toselves in the three rooms of the lower floor of ward the house from the direction of the small
the building and waited.
adobe building in the woods. Pedro met him at
After what ·seemed to be a rather llmg time the door, and when he was informed that Young
the three cowboys following Wild's instructions, Wild West had been captured and was safely
rode up to the house. When Murillo saw who housed in the building a short distance away
they were he was not ,a little surprised.
with two men guarding him, the leader of the
"Welcome, senors!" he said, pleasantly, as they bandits gave a shout of delirious joy.
dismounted. · "What can I do for you?" ·
He was so ,excited that it took him two or three
Jack seemed to have for.gottefl all that Wild minutes to question the man who brought the
told him, for he came out bluntly and said:
message and learn the particulars, Then hearing
"We're lookin' for a gal, an' wf!. sorter think that Senor Janios had been made a prisoner. and
that she may be here."
taken, to ~he hotel, his face fell.
"What's that?" cried the bandit leader, starting
"We must kill Young Wild West first and then
back in real amazement.
re:scue Janios;" he cried, fiercely. "Come on, we
"That's what I said, Senor Pedro! We're lookin' will go to the house. Men, bring your carbines'!
for Young Wild West's sweetheart. We know You shall have a ·shot at the Champion "Deadshot,
putty well that she's here, too." The cowboy had · and m.a,y his body be pierced by every bullet.
his hand on a revolver as he said this, and Murillo, Revenge is sweet, but you must not forget that
standing in the doorway, knew that the situation Janios ~ust be saved, even i:f we have to burn
was. a. precarious one. But he brought all his. down the hotel." ·
coolness and tact into play, and shaking his head
as if he was very much surprised that they should
have such an -opinion of him, he said:
CHAPT~R X.-Arietta And The Secret Passage. ·
Senor I can't understand why ;vou should accuse
me of having the American girl i:n m~ house.
J1m Dart sprang to an open window of tile
There is no girl in my house at all, smce my adobe house immediately after Young Wild West
da\}ghter Juanita has left her home, never to ran around to t~ rear. He was just about to
return, she says. Probably you may have heard · make his way through when Hop came staggering
of how I tried to kill Young 'Wild West and that through a doorway.
'
is why you accuse me of having the girl here."
"What's the matter, Hop?" Jim asked excitedly•.
"That's pne reason, Pedro," Jack answered. "But
"Bad gleaser allee same hittee me on um head,"
see here don't step back into the house. Jest was the re{)ly. 1'Whattee mattee? Where Misler
stay wh~re yer are, .'cause if you don't I'll · put Wild?" The fact was that the three bandits
a streak of · daylight through yer." At that mo- who were in the house sleeping while ·Senor
ment three carbines were thrust from as many Janios sat upon the porch, had been aroused by
windows and one- of the greasers ·shouted:
• the voices outside, and were on the watch and
"Go a~ay verra quicl~. or you die!" ~at put when the Chinaman entered the house they' gave
a different phase upon 1t, and Jack, findmg that him a chance to get to a rear room and then fell
he had lost, quickly lowered his revolver. Pedro upon him, one of them knocking him down with
took advantage of this and leaped back i:0to the a blow from a club. It must have been that the7
doorway at tl!e same.. time •pulling the door to heard our hero running around behind the hOU96t
with a ;lam. The greasers had gathered in one . and were satisfied to let the Chinaman alone and
room while Pedro was talking to the cowboys, go for .him, for Hop was not further molested,
and it was easy for them to get the drop on those though he was so dazed that he scarcely knew
crotside. As soon a-s they knew their leader was where he was.
·
118.fe they pulled the carbines in, but kept a watch.
But he managed to i;et upon his feet, and ·when
Jack and his two companions must have decided he saw Jim at the wmdow his full senses came
lbat it would me~ nothing short of death if they back to him.
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,rreas';r kno!!ked you down~ ·eh? Wher~ is . sid~.': It. is needless to say that the girl felt a
he? Jim said, exe1tedly, but in a low tone of "9'0lce. . thnll of Joy, and just as soon as the Chinaman
Hop pointed to the other room. Jim quickly came had severed her bonds a;nd removed the handkerthrough the window and, revolver in hand, quickly chief from her. mouth• her eyes flashed with demade his way through the house. But there was termination and she ' was ready to fight the
no one there. Out he went by way of the rear greasers.
"Let m!! get out of here, Hop," she whispered.
doo~, and the~ he heard the trall}pling of feet
The Chmaman motioned for her to be quiet and
off m the bushes close at ,hand. This was enough
to make him think that Wild had gone tliat way. informed her that there were a number of gre~ser><
• But he never one!! dreamed that the boy was being downstairs: Then he led the way down and wa;
soon standmg close to the table which had been
·
taken away .a pnsoner.
• "Come on, Hop," he called out, softly, as he placed over the trap-door again by the villains .
stepped back. "If you're not hurt too badly, come Leaving him for a moment Arietta stepped cautiously toward the ope11 door of the adjoining
on. Wild is following the fellow who hit you.''
"Alle_e ' lig~t, Misler Jim," and the. Chin~man room. She had barely-done this when hurried
soon jomed him. Then they took the tnal, neither footsteps sounded outside and back she came to
'
of them hurrying greatly, for they expected to Hop.
It was just then that the messenger arrived to
come upon the young deadshot at any moment.
They passed on through a small patch of woods, let the bandit leader know that Young Wild West
and then sudd~nly saw the sco~t coming tpward was a prisoner in the other house. Though the
Ch~rhe had . seen to 1t that ~he senor fellow talked rapidly in Spanish, Arietta underthem.
was locked 1n a room at the hotel, leavmg Anna stood all he said. At first she was astounded but
and . Eloise to guard him, with the assistance of she quickly recovered herself and turning td her
•
companion said:
the Senorita Murillo.
"They have made Wild a prisoner and he is in
"Hello, there I" Charlie called out, waving his
hand to them: Jim pointed to another patch of another house close to this. Where is it, Hop?"
"Me knowee, Missee Alietta " the Chinaman
shrubbery that was a couple of hundred feet
ahead, and 'then Che.rlie gave a nod and hurried saidz brightening up. "We fin=tiee velly muchee
to join them. There were two or three paths run- ~uic.kee." Then without . waiting a moment he
ning through the wood, and, unfortunately, they lifted the table aside and. raised the trap-door."
"Come on," he said. "We findee Misler Wild
took the wrong one; otherwise they would have
come upon the lhree greasers and their captive. velly :muchee quickee." Arietta hesitated. She
They kept on going until they came in sight of looked out through the window, but could see
the rear of Murillo's house, however, and then nothing of Charlie or Jim. Again the Chinaman
after passing across an. open spot they saw the called softly to her to come on. Then she fearthree cowboys at the front talking excitedly to lessly_descended through the triip-door. Hop let
• some one. Hop was quite himself now, and feeling it close softly, and then striking a match, he
sure that Arietta -was eithett in the larger house quickly found a piece of candle, which was lighted .
or the smaller one in the wods he turned to There. was the passage right. before th.em, and
fe~Iing con~dent th!l-t they -were ~ing to saye
'
~ Charlfo and Jim; and said:
"Me go in .um house and findee Missee Alietta. Wild, ~he clever Chmee led the way through it.
• As has been alrea~y stated1 the passage was
·
You waitee in um woods."
"Go ahead, heathen," Cheyenne Charlie an- only about ~o hundred feet m lengt~. It hapswered. "You know the way, 'cause you have pened that 1t was .a very w<?ode«:1 section of the
been there afore. Jest hurry up." . The clever r.ountry v.:here Murillo had ~u~lt his ho!Jse. close to
Chinee rubbed the lump on his head that had the _roadside. The other bu1ldmg lay d~rectly back
raised from the blow he had received, and then of 1t, and _was concea!ed from the view of any
slipped cautiously toward the house. He reached one who nnght be passmg upon the road.
On_went the two, the girl'~ heart beati_ng wildly,
the window of the room containing the trap-door
just as Murillo got safely insjde the house and fo! ~mce she heard th?t Wild was a prisoner her
slammed the door after him. Hop could hear sp;mts had f~llen agam, and she feared t?at he
the excited voices of the Mexicans, and he crouch- might be slam before they could have time to
ed low, fearing that they- might come outside. But save ,him. When he came -to the other end of the
when he heard them talking in another room, he passage Hop found t~e steps th~t led to th~ roo!11
·he knew was above him. He quickly explamed m
.
decided to get insid'e.
Lightly the .Chinaman made hJs way up t?e low whisp1:rs to, Arietta, !illd then pullint his
stairs 1 and finding a door almost right before him sharp huntmg krufe from his belt, for the big rewhen he reached the top, with a key protruding volver he _carried was not loaded with ~ullets, but
from the lock, he went to it and listened. He merely with colored fire and could do httle or no
· could hear sounds within · that told plainly that damage, he a scended the steps.
Jl!-st then Wild happened to speak. He was
some one was there. They were not the sounds
, that one might make in walking about, either, t~lkmg to the men who '.cha~ bee~ left to guar1 .
• so Hop took the risk of turning the key. He pulled him. nnd by the tone o~ 11'5 voice ~e was no ,
the door open, at the same time hold~ his big ~rea.t.!y alarmed. Hop _brought all of his resources
revolver in his left hand. •What as his joy to- 1n play at. that moment, and ~hen sudenly flung
see Arietta sitting upon a couch, ~ound and. g~g- th~ _trap open.. He leaped )IP mto the room, surged. The Chinaman put away his revolver m- pr1sm1J the pnsoner and _his captors . . There wais
no other ~y, so. t1!:e Chinaman .-,sp1;ang forwarcl
1 11tantly, and, hurrying inside, said in. ,a whisper;
• • "Evelythlinp;, allee- light, ,.Missee Abet.ta._ ;you &Ild us.ed his ~fe upon the . nearest man, atl'I
· bepee velly still. i Misler W,ild . 'Velly;,. close by. . as the greaser dropped -he seized the revolve ~
IUaler Charlie· and-.?ifisle.r Jim in um bushes out- · from his belt and turned it upon the other. Crack!
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A sharp report rang out, and the bandits who had
been left to guard the young · deadshot were put
out of existence.
"Oh, Wild!" Arietta eiclaimed, as she leaped
from the trap-door and ran to the boy. With
trembling hands she started to untie the rope that
was about. him, but ~efore she hag finisht;d it
Hop had wiped ~e knife he had used and qui~kly
severed the bonds. The _shot fired _by the yhi_n aman was h~ard by Munllo and his i;nen m t?-e
house, as well as by Cheyenne Charlie and Jun
Dart. . .
.
Out rushed the yillains, for they knew r!ght
away that sometping was Wl'O!}g ~t the little
adobe house. As they came m ~w. Charlie
and Jim ran -forward with leveled revolvers. But
the bandits were desperate now and . they at
once opened fire upon the two ciusing them to
get back into the wood. Jim's left arm was grazed
by a bullet, and Charlie lost a lock of hair, both
being very narrow escapes.
Meanwhile, as soon as he was free, Wild sprang
to the door. He pusqed it -open just as the shooting started between his partners and the two
greasers. Then he saw the greasers running
from the woods toward the building, and Charlie
and Jim were beating a retreat. He qwckly
possessed himself of the revolver belonging to
the man Hop had slain last, and then pushing the
door shut, looked around for something to hold
it in place.
•
He knew it would never do to try to escape
from the house now, for tbe Mexicans were very
close at hand, and he thought that probably
there might be more .coming from some other
direction. There happened to be a piece of timber
lying in the room, while in one corner there was
a trunk and a box.
"Lend a band here!" he exclaimed, nodding to
the Chinaman. The piece of timber was quickly
pressed against the door, while the trunk and
box were placed against the bottom. Arietta stood
at the edge of the trap-door.
"Wild" she said "let them come. We can·
get out 'this way. '
"You go on down, Et," w.a s the reply. "I want
to try and get this man Murillo, if I can." The
girl went down a couple of the steps and then
remained there. Just then a heavy stone struck
th~door, caµsing it to tremble and almost bre~
from the hinges. Yells of rage could be heard,
too, and the voice of Murillo called out:
"I am bound to have your life, Young Wild
West."
•
'
"Come and get it, then," was the defiant retort.
"But look out you don't lose your own." Two
more heavy stones struck the door. Then there
was more cursing and shouting, and something
heavy was rammed agatnst it.
Bang-crash!
The door was ~iving way, and Wild knew it.
"Come on, Wild," Arietta cried, as she held
the trap door open.
"Not until I have fixed a few of the greasers,"
was the cool reply Crash! the door broke from
its hinges. Aroused to the highest pitch, the
youRg deadshot turned his revolver ' upon )iurillo,
who was pushing the door aside.
•
Crack!
When he saw him drop he was satisfied, and as
the nat fell back in dismay, he turnM and fol-

lowed Arietta and Hop into the passage, letting
tbe· trap-door drop above him.
"Lis way, Misler Wild," the Chinaman called
out, excitedly.
"Go on, then," was the quick reply. "We must
not waste any time. The Chinaman fairly ran
even though the passage was pot altotether ~
straight one. - But the end was quickly reached
. and then unhesitatingly he ascended and" pushed
up the door. There was no one in the room, and
as he leaped out Arietta followed him. Wild took
his time about coming up, for he feared that there
. might be some one waiting for them, and was
not anxious to rush outside.
"M. 1 Ch 11. Mi 1 J·1 ,,, H ' h
d
is er .ar e1
s er m •
op s oute at
the top of his voice.
"Hey, there!' came the reply. "Where are yer!"
''.Ev~lythl~ng allee li~ht," th~, qhlnaman c~ed,
sw;in~!ng hi-s hat excitedlr.
Lis way;, Misler
Wild. Then.he ran to ~he wmdow and ~ehbera~y
leaped outside, and Just then C~arlie and J!Jll
appeared from some b~shes close at hand. ~ild
j-ul!lped- out of the wmdow, and then assisted
Arietta through.
"Well boys," the young deadshot said, smilingly, ' 1I - had a pretty tough time of it, but I
reckon the worst of it is over. I shot Murillo as
he was trying' to force the door of the shanty in
the woods. This is a strange piece of business,
and if it had not been for that passage connecting
the two houses, I suppose it would have been
all up with me by this time. Hop has certainly
proved a hero, and I shall never forget him forwhat he has done. But come on. I reckon we
had better get over there and catch the rest of
the gang. In my hurry I forgot about my rifle."
His partners nodde~ and followed him as he made
his way cautiously a:long among the trees and
bushes. Peering through an o;rening in the trees,
Wild saw the greasers groupe about the body of
their leader.
"Now then boys," h# said, in a whisper, "I
reckon it is going to be easy-, Come on." Out
they le~ped, and before the villains realized what
was gomg to happen they were covered.
"Hands up!" th~ young deadshot commanded,
"or you will go the same way that Murillo did." ' The command was obeyeci. /and then Arietta and
Hop came forward and quickly disarmed them. As
our friends returned with their prisoners, there
was quite a crowd there. They were roached to
the American Hotel. and when they got there the
cowboys came running up from another direction
just in time to be on hand :when it was too late
to render any help.
But it was all over, and our friends were more
than satisfied. They had no inclination to remain
any longer in Greaser Town, and after the
pnsoners had been takeµ in charge by the proper
authorities, and the Senorita Murillo was dully
installed _as an inmate of the home of her aunt,
they hit the trail in search of further adventures.
Young Wild West had been trapped by greasers,
but Hop and Arietta nad saved him by means of
the secret pa§sage.
\

Next week's issue will coJJP!n "YOUNG WIU)
WEST LOCATING A LODE; or THE ORPHANS
OF BOWIE BAR."
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· THE BLACK HAND

"Did he have a · way of screwing up his face
when he spoke to you?"
"As .r told you, he didn't speak to me. Moreover, his face was convulsed with pain.''
By DICK ELLISON
"Enough. Now about yourself. Who are you?"
"Sir?"
"I asked you who you were."
•
"Mr. Doubleday, I can't answer that question "
A Serial Story
replied Jack, looking greatty troubled. "You rea'lly will have to excuse me. My private affairs
CHAPTER V.-(Continued.)
cannot cut any figure in this case."
"Freely, Mr. Doublday, I haven't a thipg · "Right. We will take that up later. You belong here in New York?"
to conceal."
•
"I have been living here for some time--yes ."
• "Yes, you have.''
"Who are your friends?"
"Sir I"
"I may say I have none," replied Jack with
"Everybody has lots to conceal;, Nobody tells
'
all ..they know:'' You tell me now whether you much confusion.
"Then you are a mystery."
ever made love to that typewriting, play-acting
"I will not attempt to admit that I am."
girl?"
"Right. Remain a mystery for the present."
"Mr. Doubleday!"
'The fact is, I have been Jiving a very retire,!
"There you go, right at teh start, holding back.
Pull forward! Pull forward. We are a team life for the last year or two," replied Jack. "For
together. It isn't a fair shake to make one horse . t~is I have reasons of my own; but I assure you,
sir--"
do all the work."
·
"You assure me that you are neither burglar
"Well, then, I own up. I was in love with the
nor a crook of any kind, and that you had no
girl."
other connection with this matter than you have
"You told her so?"
told."
"Yes."
•
"Your wav of putting it will do. I thought
"What does she care for you?"
you were going to cut this matter out."
"Nothing."
"It is cut out now-for the present. How
"Of course. Did you notice the number of that
came you to be employed .by Mr. Skinner?"
cab?"
"He advertised for a bookkeepe:,,:. · I answered
:'No."
the advertisement and got the job."
"Pity. Was it a· hansom, a coupe, or what'!"
"What did you do before that?"
"It was a coupe."
"I ,drove a truck for · a while."
'Same style as one sees down aTound Wall
"And before that?"
Street?"
. "You 'are tackling me again on the same
"Yes."
groq.nd, Mr. Doubleday."
"What kind of looking fellow was the driver?"
"Oh, I see! We have got to Mystery street
"I never looked at him. I was too busy watch- again, have we? ,ve'II sheer right off. Come,
ing Mamie Klein."
now. Show me the house, where ·you left that in"So? Are you in ,love with Mamie now?" ·
teresting couple. We have got to locate them,
"No. My feelings have completely changed."· and the sooner it is dime, the better."
· "As soon as you saw her mixed · up with some
?ack led the way th1:"ough the Square, and
one else. That's the jealousy of it. But you are
right. Such a woman could hardly make a good pomted out art old-fashioned three-story brick
wife. Now •back to business. Was . any word house on the north side of W a:verly Place, nut
'
dropped ,vhich would • serve as a clue to this many doors from Sixth avenue.
Old Double-eyes paused and looked up the
atrange affair?"
• steps.
.
•
"Not one."
"His toe had stopped bleeding by the time he
"What did the young fellow have to say?"
-got here," he remarked.
"He never spoke." ·
But Jack was looking further along the side"Describe him."
·
_
"Well, he was slim built and rather good-look- walk.
"There's a blood-stain," he said. "See, rig~~
ing. He had black hair and black eyes; he looked
by the fence there."
to be as if he might be a foreigner."
"Ha! And you did not go that far?" replied
"What kind of a foreigner?"
the detective.
·
•
"Perhaps an Itaian or a Spaniard.''
"Absolutely not."
"Might have been · French?"
"Good. They must have come directly dowT\
"Certainly."
the steps as soon as your back was turned. TJ, ~
"No chance of his being a German'"
motion qf descending startP.d the toe bleedinrr
"Oh, I should say not."
aga in. A trail of b1ood ! Good enough! Com~
"Nor Irish?"
on'"
''Certainly not."
'Tliere are dark Irish who look like Spaniards.''
There 'was more blood , stains than one on the
,,
"You are going into it too deep for me, Mr. sidewalk. .
.
· Doubleday. I don't know what he was, but he
Detective Doubleday found six on the paveoertainly did not look like an American.'' .
ment, and the,n struck others on the steps of a
"Enough. • We'll cut it out. Was he tall or shabby old house several doors. below.
abort?"
-·
"Now is the time ,we get there~ Jack," he sail!.
"About my height/'
iD his abrupt way. "Come on!"
.

a

•
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He 'ran up the steps and gave the door-bell a
furious pull.
•
:Matters were moving.
All Jack Weldon's curiosity was excited.
He was beginning to take a sincere interest in
his work. He and Old Double-eyes were fairly
off on the trail.
.

J
CHAPTER VI.
The Clue Of The Letter.
Against his will and without any forethought
on his part, Jack Weldon had suddenly been
transformed from a bookkeeper in an old mossback Wall Street private banking house to a detective', usistant.
·
The chage was a startling one, and Jack was
not used t6 it yet, but, as we said· before, his
curiosity had already been fully aroused, and he
waited with deep interest for the developments to
come.
·
·
Old Double-eyes' ring was answered by a dejected-looking lady far_ past middle life. ·
She was a typical New York lodging-house
keeper, and as a matter of course, her first question was:
· .
"Do you want to look at rooms?"
"No, ma'am," replied Old Double-eyes, in a
persuasive, fatherly tone. "I wanted to aee m7,
srandniece, Miss Mamie Klein; is she at home? '
"Indeed she isn't," •NPlied the woman, bristling up. 1•she's gone, ancl what's more, she won't
come back again."
_
"Ahl She has left :,our houe'l"
"Yes, she has. I've had enou'-h of her. She
has gone away, and if ahe dop t eend for her
things by night, I'll tJm,w 'em on the street,
that's what I will. No, you can't come in unless
you have come after her things. I - - - Oh,
my! A detective!"
Old Double-eyes displayed his shield.
"Yes, a detective," lie said, pushinl' his way
into the hall, "and not the granduncle of Miss
Mamie Klein. That girl came here with a gentleman early this morning who was hurt. Tell
me what happened then."
"I knew nothing about it till the doctor came,"
said the woman. "I can't tell you when they
came in."
·
"What doctor?"
"I don't know who he was. I didn't ask. I
heard her open the door for him, and I came
down as -soon as I could dress. It was three
o'clock then."
"Did you butt in then?"
.zsirl I don't butt in. I'm a lady. I pay my
r ent for this house. I went in."
" Well?"
"They were all three in the room, then. The
doctor was dressinK the young man's 4'ot. He
had his toe cut off. '
"Yes, yes! What did you learn about it?"
"Nothing."
"Nothing?"
"No."
"They ordered you o-qt•of the room ?tJ
"I went out."
,
"I see; you-were ordered out, and you ordered
&he girl out of your house.'..,_

"I don't keep a hospital. She gave me backtalk. I don't allow such goings-on in my house.''
"When did they leave here?"
"It was six o'clock."
"How did they go?"
"In a cab."
"Where did they get the cab?" . '
"I don't know. The girl went out and got it.
I didn't ask her where. She is an impudent hussy, and I want you to understand--"
"Yes, yes. I know all about that. You have
no idea where they went?"
"No. I don't know and I don't care."
"Did such a thing ever happen before-I mean
did Miss Mamie entertain many visitors while she
occupied your room?"
·
"None at all. She has only been here a week.
She is playing at the Madison S<1.uare Theatre. ,
Why don't you go there and impure about her, ·
instead of bothering me?"
. ''Don't try to instruct me in my business,.
ma'am. Show me the room.'' · •
"It is locked, and she has the key."
"And you have a pass-key andt can ppen the
door, or if you can't I can."
"But I don't want you--"
"See here, misses, it makes no difference what
you want or· don't want. Take me to that room
or I'll arrest you."
•
The woman gave up then and, leading the way
to the back parlor, opened the door.
"You see what a mess that man. made 6f the
room with his bleeding foot," she growled. "I
shall not only have to send those sheets to the
laundry, but the carpet is spoiled."
"If you -sent the whole room to the laundry it
would do it a lot of gQOd, I should say," replied
the detective. "Now go away and leave us alone."
Again the woman demurred, but the detective
made short work of it, putting her out of the
room by the shoulders.
'
He then locked the door and said :
"Examine everything in the ·room, Jack. I'm
going for the girl's trunk.''
It rather went against the grain for Jack to
pull over Mamie Klein's belongings,_but he did it.
He had already made a discovery which helped
to drive away such traces of his love-sickness
as still remained.
On the maptelpiece, in a doublt gilt frame,
Mamie's picture and also that of the identical
dark-featured young man whom he had helped
the night before.
"There he is I That's the fellow, Mr. Doubleday I" he exclaimed, pointing to the picture.
"¥es, yes!" said the detective. ",Hal I thoup.1:
so I It 1s the same I"
"You know the man?" demanded Jack.
"No.· At least, I wouldu't want to say that I
did. This photograph was taken some years ago."
Without hesitation the detective took the photograph out of the frame.
On the back of it was plainly written : "Pedro
to Mamie," and there was a date-it was several
years old.
Old Double-eyes studied the face for a long
time, and then taking Mamie's picture out of
the frame, slipped both into his pocket.
"Do you know the man?" demanlied Jack.
"Can't say whether I do or not," was the reply. "This will do for a starter. Now for the
trunk."
• .w
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Old Double-eyes produced a. bunch of skeleton
keys, and made short work with the lock of the
trunk.
But although he ransacked ,it thoroughly he
found nothing in the way of a. clue, as he frankly admitted.
The contents of the trunk were mostly costumes.
'
Thel'e was not a solitary letter to be discovered, as the detective had hoped.
"Loold Search I Peer into every hole and
corner!" cried Old Double-eyes, excitedly. "What
we want are letters, if there are any to be had."
But they did not find a.ny, and at last the detective announced that he was ready to give up
the search.
"We can make nothing here," he said. "We
are only wasting time."
. "Perhaps if we could find the doctor who was
called in, we might learn something," suggested

25

h~m at once. Our success depends upon it. Teil
hrm to remember that No. 1 still lives. Yours,
"ENRIQUE."

The letter was pen-written, and the envelope
also so addressed to Miss Mamie Klein Madison
Square Theatre, New York City.
'
·
"Make anything out of that?" asked the detective, pushing up his green ·spectacles a11d looking Jack squarely in the face.
"No," replied Jack, "except this some one at
Barlow's is probably connected with the caseand that I guessed before."
"Why?"
"The papers."
"Related to the estate of the elder Barlow, it
is true, but then they were sent back to Mr.
Skinner."
"Sent back?"
"Certainly. You _don't imagine for an instant
Jack.
that a girl so sharp as Mamie Klein has allowed
"No, no I" replied the detective. \_'It would them to remain in your possession through neamount to nothing. Probably he is the nearest glect."
"I suppose not, but according to Mr. Skinner
doctor to this house, and i,t is certain that he was
•
paid in advance and went his way. Such clues all did not go back."
"And there lies the mystery. Strange case
can be looked up at any time. What we want
now is to connect-- Ha! We never looked when the man most interested holds back in~
behind that mirror! The most likely place in the formation from the detective he employs."
"Mr. Skinner told you that he would tell you
world for a woman to tuck away a letter. Yes,
more, but you would not stop to listen."
by thunder! Here are a whole bunch!"
Eagerly Old Double-eyes began to pull the let"For good reasons."'
ters over.
_
·"Well?" ·
"If Mamie had kept mine it would be here with
"Want w know what they .are?"
these," thought Jack.
"If you choose to tell me. I didn't ask." .
He had not supposed at the tim,,e that he would
"To give him time to think, and after he has
ever be glad that the girl had returned his loving done his thinking, he will not tell me all. But
\Jll:SSives, but that is the' way }Je felt now.
we are through here. Ah I As I supposed! Get
"Theatrical I This, too! Here's another," the out of the way, you cat!"
detective kept muttering; as he examined one
Old Double-eyes had suddenly opened the doo r .
letter after another.
There was the landlady stooping beside it. Shr?
Suddenly he pounced upon one arid threw the . had been listening at the keyhole, of course.
rest aside.
"I guess I have a right to do as I please in m:r
"At last!" he exclaimed. "Just as I thought! own house," she sniffed. "I don't believe you ar~
Jack, did you ever hear of Barlow, the banker?" detectives any more than I am. I wish now I
"Certainly," replied Jack, mentioning the num- had called in a policeman and had you taken up."
Old Double-eyes paid no attention to her, but
ber of the banker's office on Wall Street.
"Don't you understand, Mr. Doubleday," he hurried Jack out of the house.
added, "that those papers related to the estate of
"We now separate," he said. "You go to the
Barlow's father, of which Mr. Skinner is exec- Madison Square Theatre and see what can be
utor?"
learned of Mamie. Where do you live?"
Jack named the address.
.
'· But Old Double-eyes made no answer.
"I'll meet you at your room at six o'clock this
He was reading the letter; the return card on
evening," repliea the detective. "Here, take this.
the envelope bore the banker's name.
"Ha!" he at length exclaimed. "I have struck It wilh\a~sist you in getting information . at the
theatre.'
it. Short and not so sweff.. A clue to connect
"He pinned a special detective's shield upon
Barlow, the banker, with this strange affair. Jack
Jack's vest and then, turning abruptly away,
Weldon, listen to this."
struck off across Washington Square.
J a~k walked slowly along Waverly Place. •
"What does it mean?" he said to himself.
"What is there in my mysterious past to connect
CHAPTER VII. ·
me with Barlo'-'0 the banker? Why do I tremJack Finds Mamie Klein Ready For Love-making ble every time 1 hear that name?"
At Last.
He could find no answer for the question, for
good reasons, which will develop later.
The letter which Old Double-eyes read to Jack
Therefore, he put the matter out of his mind?
Weldon ran as follows:
something which he was well used to doing, arnl
went on to the Madison Square Theatre.
.
"MAMm-Where is Pedro? · Several days have
But when he reached it he did not know what
passed, and I have not seen him. If he is still to do.
·
,. •
dangling about you, say to him that I mu,t see
(To be continued)
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wear a yellow brassard, 10cm: in width, with
three large round black spots. The "Vox" society, the Vienna organization of persons with
subnormal hearing, has complied with the suggestion and has supplied all its members with
bra;1~z:ds. . It ha~ also published a request that
all mstitutions which treat or deal with ear affections (schools for deaf mutes, polyclinics) Jollow
their example. Especially since the war the num·ber of persons suffering from defective hearing
has increased greatly. The large number of canno"n of heavy calibre used in the war the many
explosions, and also the infections d~seases re- ,
sulti~g in middle ear affections have caused the
organization in Vienna of the ·"Vox'' society t
which numbers 70,000 members and which essa~
to protect the interests of persons with subnormal
.h earing. puring recent years, 12 per cent. of the
traffic accidents have been due to subnormal hearin~, so that the action of the Police Department is
quite generally approved by physicians.
!

ITEMS OF INTEREST
TRAINS TOO SLOW .
LAUGHS
l
• The pinto pony of ·his ancestors i.s too sow
an d ' "You ' re a good judge of horseflesh aren't you ·:
the railroad train of today too cheap for th_e sir?" "I ought to be. I ate in Paris' restauran~ t
modern Indian. He favors airplanes and taxi- all summer."
______
,1
cabs, it was revealed at the Department of the
Interior recently.
Mother-Didn't I tell you not to go on the ice, ;
Two young Osafe Indians were recently sent sir? You have beftn on it. Son (who was soaking ;
from Pawhuska, Okla,, to Kansas Ci~1 Mo., for wet)-No, I hain'tl l've been under it.
'
medical treatment. Four days later tney reappeared at the resevation, one with a bill for $16_()
Pat-What be yer char~ for a funeral notice .
airplane transportation, and t}_le other~~ a taxi- in yer paper? Editor- Half a crown an inch• .
meter registering $114. The fare by train 1s $8.92. Pat-Good heavens I 4n' me poor brother waa 1
The Government has refused to pay the bill. six feet high I
·
,

FISH BITE" THROUGH WIRE
There are fish in the Amazon River wh!ch can
bite through several· strands of copper wire, according to · Capt. A. W. Stevens of the Army.
Aviation Service, who recently returned from a
scientific expedition into the densely forested up-per stretches of. the ·Amuon Valley. ·
'The largest animal th-at furnish1:d meat for the
expedition was the danta or tapir, numbers of
which were shot for food. Monkeys and !iDlaller
animals and wild pigs were fairly easy to procure.
DISAPPEARING SEARCHLIGHT'
This searchlight, used I,y the United Sta~es
Coast· Guard, is mounted on a huge -tower which
can make it rise and disappear as the big guns
do on their special carriages. The towers vary
froqi 46 to 100 feet in height, and it takes· less
than one minute to lower ~me o:( the sl!laller m~es
that carry 60-inch searchlights. The hght, which
.has -an intensity of about 4,000,000,000 candle
power, rests on a swinging platform at the top
of the steel frame.
•

f

"By the way, sir," asked. the waiter, "how
:would you like to have your steak?" "Very much
ind~d," rep!i~d the mild man, who had been ,
patiently waitmg for twenty minutes.
E".a-I h~r that your sister Edna has a young
dentist callmg on her. Katharine--Yes; and when
we h~r her scream, we don't know whether he la
stealing a kiss or pulling a tooth.
· "Biit," said the rich widow, "I'm almost old
enough to be your mother." "Oh, never mind
that," replied the young man. "My mode of life
after we are married will probably cause me to
age very fast."
Mr. Sharpp-If there-were no women, the mea
would have nothing to laukh at. Mrs. Sharpp-If there were no women, the men wouldn't want
anything to laugh at. They wouldn't feel lib
laughing. •
Lady-What's your father? Urchin--'E's me
father. Lady-Yes; but what is he? Urchin-'E's me stepfather. Lady-Yes, yes! But what
does he do? Urchin-'E ain't done nothin' since
. we've 'ad 'im.. ·

·

LABEL DEAF PEDESTRIANS
Owing to the fa~t that in recent months s~eral .
Mrs. Hix..-I got my husb'and to admit that •
accidents have occurr~d on the streets of V111nna,
which were traceable to the subnormal hearing of was a fool. to-day. Mrs. Dix-How. did. you manpedestrians, the Poli~ D~partment has suggested age it? Mrs. Hix-I showed .him some of tbe ·
,
that all persons whose hearing is subnormal shall le~rs-.... he wrote me during our courtship.
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INT~TING ARTICLES

THE CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Puzzles may be tracM far back, Their origin
ia not definitely known. Crossward puzzles became popular a few decades back and are probably
puzzles that were known to the ancients. They
have run for many years in some of the news•
papers and have sprung into popularity compara·
tlvely recently.
TRUTH ABOUT LINCOLN'S DEATHBED
The discussion of a doubtful point in the last
hours of Abraham-Lincoln has occupied columns
recently ill the newspapers of New York, Wash•
ington, Baltimore and Boston. It concerns the
actual room in the lodging house where the mare
tyred President was carried from Ford's Theatre
in Washington immediately following the shooting. Although the scene had been minutely depicted by historians. whose only purpose was to
hold to the simplest fact, doubt ws thrown on
this particular one when Dr. Charles A. Leale,
the young pllysician called in to the dying bed by
a, dramatic circumstance, met in the p·o orhouse on
Welfare Island an aged pauper named Thomas
,
Proctor.
In revisualizinir the scene of the Emancipator's
death Proctor and Doctor Leale both past.SO, re• membered that the bed on whicli he breathed his
last was that i11 Proctor's rented room of the
house.
Proctor's statement acquired great weight from
the fact that his portrait appeared 'among those
shown to have been present at the deathbed in a
l)icture drawn by a staff artist of Leslie's Weekly.
That Proctor was present at this historical moment seems to be authenficated fully.
But that the room and . bed were his, notwithstanding his statement to. this effect, is declared
by the Boston Herald to be erroneous. This news- .
paper presents the testimony of a letter written at
the time by William Tilton Clark of Boston to his
,
'ater Ida.
Clark, who died forty years ago, occupied a
room on the main floor of the house opposite
Ford's Theatre. It was into this room and on the
bed there that the dyin~ President was carried
·
iqid laid.
._ _Mrs. Maud Wright O'Leary of Wellesley Hills, ,
Mass.. is -one of the witnesses for the truth of
the Clark version. William Tilton Clark of Boston was h er mother's brother. The letter which
he wrote to his sister was addressed to Miss . Ida
F : Clark. 7 Warren Street, Boston, Mass. It f ollotrs:
Washington, D. C.,
Wednesday, April 19, 1865. ·
Dear Sister Ida :
Today the funeral of Mr. Lincoln takes place.
The streets are being crowded at this eally hour
(9 a. m,) and the--proc,ession will not move for
three hours. · We , are moved back into the' old
building (cor. 15½ St'.), it having been repaired.
Ladies are thr onging in here now .. • I have· moved
my desk close to my window t o .secure its use for
myself and friends.

•

•

The past few days have been of intense excitement. Arrests are numerously made of any pal"ty
• heard to utter secesh sentiments. The time has
come when people cannot •say what faey please.
Since the death of our· President hundreds daily
call at the house to gain admission to my room.
I was engaged nearly all of Sunday with one
of Frank Leslie's special artistst aiding him in
makinF a correct drawing of the 1ast moments of
Mr. Lmcoln-. As I knew the position of everyone
present, he succeeded in executing a fine sketch
which will appear in their paper the l•st of this
week. He intends, from this same drawing to
have some ftne larll,'e steel engravings executed.
He also took a sketch of nearly every article in
my room, which will appear in their paper.
He wished to mention the names of all pictures
in the room, particularly the phot;on-aphs of
;yourself, Clara and Nannie, but I told him he
must not do that:; as the;y_ were members of .:my
family and I did not wish them to be. made public. He also urged me to give him my picture
or at least to allow him to take my sketch. but I
•
could not see that either.
Everybody Jfas a great desire to obtain some
memento from my room, so that whoever comes
in has to be closely :watched for fear they will
·
steal something.
I have a lock . of his hair which I have had
neatly framed': also a pie_ce of linen with· a portion of his bram, the pillow and ease upon which
he lay when he died and nearly all his wearing
a1;>parel, but the latter I intend to send to "Robt.
Lincoln as soon as the funeral is over as I consider him the one most 'justly entitled to them
The..same mattress is on my bed and the sam;
coverhd covers we use nightly that• covered him
_
while dying.
_Enclosed you will find_a piec~ of face that· Mrs.
Lincoln wore on her head during the evening and
was dl'?pped by her while entering my room to see
h~r dflllg _husb~d. It is wort;h keeping for its
h1stoncal value.
The cap. worked by Clara and the cushion by
you, you little dreamed would he so historically
connected with such an event.
.(The letter closes with family matters and the
·
writer signs)
. WILLIE .
Your affc. brother
. There is a postscript which reads:
"Please do not give away any of this lace out of
your own family."
The Boston Travel~r of April 28, 1865, printed
a letter from a correspondent at Washington
which eonfirms the statement made by Clark that
·
the President died in his bed.
The following facts have been indisputably es.taiiished, says the Boston Herald:
...Abrahh?ll Lincoln died in a lodging house opposite Ford's Theatre, in a small room on -the
fir~t .floor occupied before and after that night by
.
,
W1ll1am T. Clark of Boston.
Thomas Proctor's room was in another part of •
·
.
·
the house.
Proctor was in the room when Lincoln died.
and he is included in the sketch by "Leslie's»
artist .

'
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ANCIENT MOSAIC FOUND
A beautiful Roman mosaic, about thirty-six
feet square and of gre-at archaeological value,
has been ~iscovered in the village of Santi Ponce,
near Seville. The mosaic shows several figures
of warriors in colors and is finely preserved.
';l'~e ruin_s of It_~lica, a Roman city founded by
Scipio Afncanus m the Sesond Punic War, 218 ·
B. C., are located near Santi Ponce. . Here was
the birthplace . of Siliis Italicus, the poet, and
three Roman Emperors, Trajan, Hadrian, and
Theodosius: .
The discovery was accidental. To make an outlet for water, a farmer began to dig but suddenly
was unable to make further progress. Investigation disclo~ed the mosaic.

HUNTS BIG GAME IN His AIRPLANE
Pilot Noel Wein of the Fokker airplane operating between mining camps has completed the
first big game hunt in which such a conveyance
was used, it is believed. The plane's disappearance aroused some comment but was explained
when Wein returned with the carcasses of two
big caribou.
·
Pilot Wein and a friend sighted a large herd
of caribou and decided to do some big game
stuff. Picking out a · suitable landing spot the
plane was tied up "3.nd the hunt began. By the
titne they shot a caribou apiece and had carried the meat and heads to the airplane more
than a week elapsed. Big game hunters tired of
long hikes over the hills are coinmissioning Wein
to carry thein• to the caribou herds.
•

•

His remarkably keen nose ·is situated in his clublike feelers.
1
. As a ru e several ~ave-diggers are always to· be found near a dead body.
ANCIENT TREASURE FOUND IN SAHARA
An account of how proof was found of the existence of an advanced ancient civilization' where
desert winds now sweep over the shifting dunes
of the South Central Sahara and of the discovery of "a legendary tomb that is not a legend
any more',' was brought to Paris by the Count de
Prorok-Beloit College Expeditiqn, just returned
from its labors in the sun-scorched desert.
The _expedition's leaders, Count de Prorok and
Bardley Tyrrell, a trustee of Beloit (Wis.) Co~
iege, said their discoveries in the Hoggar coun~
try, which some antiquarians have regarded aa
the "lost Atlantis" of the ancient world, had fully
repaid their work.
.
.
"The primary object of the expedition-esta blishment of the faet that in ancient times there
were Saharan trade routes between Carthage and
the great civilization then existing in' the -Hoggar
country-was achieved," --the sun-burned Count
said "The tomb of Tin-Harian is, I believe, the
great~st archeological treasure Africa has ever
produced. The statue of the • Libyan Venus -we
found there alone would more than pay the entire cost of the expedition.
,
.,
"Tin-Hanan's .tomb stands on .a high volcanic
rock overlooking the desert. It is built in a circular shape with rectilinear blocks, covered with ·
Libyo-Berber inscriptions. These have been
turned over for translation to Abbe J. B. Chabot, Vice President of the French Institute. The
tombs of fifteen nobles, or ampa<i,s, surround the
base of the tomb.
"Tin-Hanan was the ancestress of the Tuareg
line of Kings,- whose rule was tliat of a matrlarchate, that is, the succession .descended through
the female side.
•
"French soldiers are now guarding the tomb,
which the French Government has declared a na,tional monument.
.
·
~ "Carthage and Utica were not the first states
to expfoit the Sahara country. We found all
,c; along the way neolithic stations, marked by heaps
of black stones and ancient flints, in t:h.e dry
rl'ver ·beds, indicating that still more ancient trade
routes had passed that way. The!!e flints were
the handiwork of man at the dawn of history
and znight be 10,000 years old."

BEETLES THAT BURY BODIES
. Do you know that there are many specimens of
beetles-you would" probably call them bugswhich act il\ nature as undertakers? The strangeest thing is that not only do they dig holes and
bury the bodies of small animals, but they also
resemble in general appearance the common notion of an undertaker. This is one of the queerest nature stories you can think of, and is also
very interesting.
,
·
· There are forty-three kinds of these ''gravedigging" bettles, says Dr. E. Bade in the Pi,pul.cir
Science M<mthl,y , twelve of which are found in
- Europe and the rest in America. They are very
large, dignified-looking beetles, with .hard black
wings, looking for all tne world like the skirts of
an und~taker's black coat. Some of them have
"Moving Picture Stories"
bands of red and yellow on them. The scientific
name given these remarkable insects is "Necl.4'-- • A Weekly Mag~zlne Devoted to Photoplays and Playen
prorus," which means nothing more than "burier.a
PRICE TEN CENTS PER COPY
of the dead." The method these beetles use in
interring a dead animal is to dig away the earth
Each number co ntains 'l'hree Storleir of the Best Film •
from under it so that it sinks irito its grave. on the Screen-Elega nt H a lf-oone Scenes from the Play•
-Inter esting Articles Alfout PromLnent P eople in the
-.r'hen they cover it over.
·
Films-Doings of Actors and Actresses In the Studio and
A grave-digger beetle has -a most extraordi- .. Lessons in Scena rio Writin g.
nary sense oi. ~mell. He can de1Ject the peculiar
ETHEL ROSEMON, PUBLISHER AND EDIR0R
odor of decomposition a long distance aw&y and
files to the dead insect as straight as an arrow.
219 Seventh Avenue, New York, N. Y.
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BRIEF BUT . POINTED
I

WOOD IN OUR GAMES
claims amounting to - hundreds of mllllons ot.
In more than thirty varieties, about 25,000,000 marks.
feet of wood go every year to provide us wi~~
The Prussian state r6tains the ",so-called crown
skis and bi]Jiard cues, snQwshoes and tenms castles with their historic furniture ud gardens,
racquets, candle pins, and bows and arrows, and • all works of art now in the Berllp M-useum, the
many other things. Wood, says Nature Magazine, Schacht Gallery in Munich and the crown jewels.
does its bit to keep us healthy, amused and lovers Prussia also will have at its disposal the Hohenof sport and the out-of-doors.
zollern Library and archives, the former royal
theatres and their endowments, about 70,000 acres
of lands and forests, house property in Berlin
ELEPHANTS AS LUMBERJACKS
and ~otsdam, as well as the revenue from former
. Indfa would not be the country it is today were crown
estates. .
·
.
lt not for her mpst faithful workers-the greater,
The Ministry of Finance explains that the 30,lumbering, tremendously powerful elephants. 000,000
are the equivalent of the value of
They are used in every capacity. Wherever the landmarks
and -forests and house property now
strength is necessary, you find the elephant at reverting
to the statl:!. The Ministry was forced
work.
. .
accept this compromise with the Hohenzollerns,
, The automobile a d railroad are rapidly re- to
permit litigation to continue in the courts. Con.- placing the elephant as means of transportation or
sidering the fact that the former Emperor herebut as workers they remain supreme. They work tofore
won most of his suits in the lower
from dawn until dark with the exception of the courts, has
Prussia deemed it prudent to avoid further
four hours between 11 and 3. For those few litigation
and arrive at an ·a greeme~t on the
hours they rest a.id eat. Nothing can rouse present basis
.
. them to action during this time. They stop work
As the sanction of the Prussian Diet is required
promptly at 11, dropping instantly whatever they before
the settlement is effective and as several
happen to be doing.
·
bills have been presented in the Reichstag which
They show an intelligence that is almost hu- seek to
place the settlements of all former rulers
man in the way they work.
of German under the jurisdiction of the central
One of the chief industries in which the ele- government,
it is predicted that the issue, which
phant is invaluable is the cutting down of teak
reached its initial stages, will arouse heated
in the Burmese, forests. The logs are cartjed and has
parliamentary debates before it is permanently
dragged to the 1iver to be floated down the river, adjusted.
solely bf elephants.
Sometimes the log to be carried off and stacked
ls in a difficult position. The end of it may be
buried in the earth. In that case the elephant
will walk around · it and size up the situation
slowly. Then he will attack it from the proper
angle and exert all the power of his tremendous
body to work it loose. The logs are usually carrlfld on the· tusks, with the great trunks wrapped
around them in a coil.
One of the advantages of elephant labor in the
woods is the fact that this great animal is not
afraid of mud. He always walks with his toes
spread fanwise, but when the ground is muddy
he spread hie toes even wider than usual and
· twhen he wants to withdraw his foot from the
slush he contracts his toes, with the result that
· ft comes out very easily.
S7,160,000 CASH, PALACES, ESTATES
AWARDED EX-KAISER ·
· Thirty million marks in..,cash (about $7,160,000), with 180,000 acres of agricultural land and
fore11ts, three palaces in Berlin and one In Babelsberg, together with some Berlin house property,
all furnished, is the price the Prussian Ministry
ot Finance has agreed to pay as compensation to
former Emperor William, who has. put :forward
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CURRENT NEWS
PHILADELPHIA "ASSEMBhY" SURVIVES
TERPSICHOREAN Cl{ANGES
If old Philadelphia ballrooms could reveal the
pattern'!! which generations of dancers have tapped upon their floors, what a story there would
be in the behavior of human feet since sheiks of
Colonial days tripped a measure with their ~
·
ladies!
Visitors to the Sesquicentennial International
Exposition, beginning on June -1, 1926, may still
writhe in the throes of the Charleston, but this
is hardly more intricate for one couple to 11erform
than the _square dance was for a group in the
days when chaperones knew their· homespun.
Early Philadelphia dancing took the form of
"assemblies,'' which date from 1748. This social
tradition is in vogue to the present day. The
social lights of that day made up the list of
"subscribers" to the assellblies just as modern
functions are finanoed by patrons and patronLARGEST MASS OF ICE
esses.
The largest mass ·of ice in the world is probably
The rules for the first assembly were issued
the one which fills up nearly the whole of th'i' in- with great care. Number one had it th.it the
terioi: of Greenland, where it has accumulated dance must "begin precisel:ve at· six in the evesince before the dawn of history. It is believed ning, and not by any means to exceed twelve the
to now form a block of about 600,000 square miles same night." Many latter-day debts make 1t a _
in area and averaging a mile and a half in thick- point "not by any means" to appear at the bal!
ness. According to these statistics the lump of before twelve."
A manager, usually the most distinguished offiice is larger in volume than -the whole body of
there is enough cer of the army, {)resided at an assembly prewater in the Mediterranean,
of it to cover the whole of the United Kingdom e;enting to the gentlemen and ladies folded billets
of Great Britain and Ireland with a layer about containing numbers. Thus a kind of fate operseven miles thick. Xf it were cut into two con- ated to select partners for early American belles.
'Venient :Slabs and built up equally upon the entire All the dances were previously arranged, many of
surface of Wales it would form a pile more than them bearing names with political significance:
120 miles high. There is ice enough in Greenland "The Success of the Campaign," "The Defeat of
·
to bury the entire area of the United States a Burgoyne," "Clinton's Retreat."
"Dancing is an emblem of "ga7ety and lcwe,n
·
quarter of a mile deep.
remarked a Frenchman of the times, "but here
it seems rather an emblem of legisla'tion and marriage." It was one of legislation in that figures
HOW THE "KOHINOOR" WAS NAMED
of the dance were stipulated, they bore n8Jlll!s,
According to Hindu legend, the history of the and every proceeding was provided for, calculated
Kohinoor, the famous diamond presented to Queen • a:od submitted to regulati(¥1. It was on~ of marVictoria in 1849 bv the East India Company, goes riage because it furnished each lady with a partback 5,000 years, when it was owned by the hero ner with whom she danced the entire evening
It afterward passed through many without being allowed to take another!
Karna.
Dancing was not countenanced by the . Friends
hands, but no incide11t is more interesting than
in spite of the · fact that this form of expressio
the one which is said to have given it iti< name.
It was held by Mohammed Shah, a Hindu ruler, has been used to display religious fervor, as when
when he wa defeated by Nadir Shah in the King Dav.id danced before the Ark of the Cove·
eighteenth century. The conqueror, being told .nant.
There was not much dancing during t}J.e period
that the gem was concealed in the turban of his
rival called the latter before him and suggeP~ed of the Revolution, but at the conclusion of hosthat they exchange headgear. Mohammed's tur- tilities this "methodical amusement" came into
ban was unfolded and the dazzling stone revealed. favor again, and the a sembly was revived.
Could it have been the assembly patrons whom
"Kohinoor!" ("Mountain of Light") gasped
an advertiser in 1810 had in mind when he thus
Nadir. This gave it its name.
The di11ID.ond is said to have originally weighed described his "Patent Anatomical Dancing
'198 carats, but successive cuttings redur.ed it to Shoes"~
"Corns, twisted heels and lac.e rated insteps
its present size, 102½ carats. Teh million dollars
shall no more agonize human nature, no more
has been suggested as Its probable value.
The largest diamond on record is the "Culli- shall the aged witness the aid of a uutch, the
nan," found in South Africa, which weighed middle-aged shall walk , certain sure and easy
step, the young shall step as a hart, and never .
3,025¾. carats. It wa~ bought by the colony for
$750,000 and presented to King Edward. A flaw know their accumulated horrors, this shall dedeveloped when -it came to be cut and its size was serve more of our country than all the celebr'atecl
- comp~ physi~ •••"
:reduce.d to 5161¼. carata.
A VALUABLE, FRUIT
"The banana furnishes us with ink, .With handk1;rchi~s, wi~h . wax, with }.>lacltiri~wifu :excelsior,
with old, with flour, with 'Wlnaow cord, with
brushes." The Speaker, a banana planter from
Jamaica, paused and smiled. "You don't believe
me, do you?" he said. "Yet, truly, the banana tree
is a wonderful thing. Every part of it serves
some JOod use. Thus the lonlf leaves make a fine
excelsior; the juice, being nch in tannin, furnishes a good indelible ink and a good shoe polish;
the stems yield" a fine quality of hemp, and from
this hemp there are made lace handkerchiefs,
cords and ropes of all kinds, mats, and brushes. ·
The oil is used in gilding. Of banana flour, the
flour ground from the dried fruit, there is no use
speaking. You are too familiar with it."
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FROM EVERYWHERE
BASEBALL INCREASE
tions were made, and it was only after the pulpit
During the past season the National League was moved twice, the gallery enlarged, the seats
used 43,224 baseballs, an increase of 1,668 over altered, and the· ewenty-four branch chandelier
1923. The New York Club purchased the greatest hung, that the body. of the church was completed
number, 7,560, and Philadelphia the least, 3,450. in 1744. The pillars alone seem to have been
made of adamant.
WOLVES ATTACK TWO AMERICANS
Funds for a steeple and bells were raised by
Two American works of the Near East ·Relief, means of a lottery. The latter would indicate a
:Raymond Swanson, of Minneapolis, and Charles more broad-minded -attitude on the part of our
· Carroll, of McGregor, Iowa, were attacked bv two forefathers toward funding expenses than is t;hf
hungry ·wolves recently outside the American custom of the 20th century vestryman. There
Orphanages at Alexandropol, Arm~nia, a mes- can be no doubt that it was oversubscribed since
sage to · the Near East -Relief offices here from Ben:i amin Franklin was one of its managers. The
Tiflis, Georgia, reported. The · Americans · suc- tower and steeple were completed in 1753-54, and
ceeded in killing one animal, but the other es- a . chime of eight bells, costing five hundred
caped.
.
pounds, was imported.
Severe winter weather has set in in South RusThe old ·pulpit of 1770, the prayer desks made
sia, causing considerable difficulty in transport- from
the original high desli, and the old coming their food supplies.
munion table below the altar, remain to this day.
The font, at which Bishop White, Francis HopHURRICANE IN TUNNEL
and a long list of worthies were baptized,
To drive out the poisonous carbon monoxide kinson,
was replaced in 1879 by one wliich was the gift
produced by 46,000 autos that will pass daiiy of
Jonathan Gostelowe. The beautiful silver bowl,
through the new vehicular.. tunnel nearing comple- weighing
over sixty-three ounces presented by
tion beneath the Hudson River, a tearin~ hurri- Colonel Robert
in
cane will whirl constantlv through the tuoe. A 1712, is still used.Quar:r;y 4>f the · British Army
·
unique system of ventilation, approved recently,
It is the general impression that Washington,
solves the last important engineering problem of
during his sojourn in Philadelphia, was a regular
the great tunnel.
·
·
Immense electric fans will drive a 75-mile gale attendant at Christ Church. However, it appears
through a seven-foot airway under the traffic roaq. from the corre~ondence of Bishop White with
It will reach the road plate. The used air will Colonel Mercer fhat the General was at one time
be sucked out through ceiling vents and will (¥1.ter a worsh{pper at St. Peter's. Says Bish'"op White:
another immense airway leading· back to four '"He was an antipode to those who are m the
ventilat ion houses, two on each side of the river, habit of changing the places of their attendance."
Many distinguished men were "buried under the
where will be located the .machinery for taking
in and expelling the air.
~ floors of Christ Church, including Bishop White
and his brother-in-law, Robert Morris. In the
burying ground .at the southeast corner of Fifth
ONLY 70 GREAT AUK EGGS
Some seventy great auk's eggs are in existence and Arch Streets were buried Franklin and his
and about the same number of skins, says the wife, Deborah; General James Irvine, Major WilLondon Post. The last birds s.e en alive were liam Jackson, the Rev. Bird ·Wilso_n, ·Peyton Rancaptured in 1844 on the southwest coast of Ice- dolph, president of the First Continental Congress, and Francis Hopkinson.
land.
·
An inhabitant of Newfoundland, Lal5rador, IceThe Rev. Jacob Dauch·e, a gentleman with Tory
and, and in former days of the Orkneys and proclivities shepherded the illustrious Chrfst
Outer Hebrides, the great auk owes its extinction Church flock during the stirring period of 1776.
to its inabilitv to fly and its value . as an article On the Fovrth of July, after the reading of the
of diet. It was the custom of sailors in the seven- Declaration, he permitted the bells of the chuch
teenth and ei'1;hteenth cfenturies to build stone to chime merrily, becoming, for the moment, a
pens--some of which are still to be seen in New- ·patriot. Later he wrote his famous loetter to
foundland-drive the auks in and kill the111 with Washington, ii) which he states that he insisted
clubs. The flesh was then salted down for future upon using the prayer for the royal family till
the last moment, though t;hreatened with violence;
use.
but that on the ' Declaration of Independence, not
'
HISTORIC CHRIST CHURCH IN
being able to consult his · spiritual superior, he
PHILADELPHIA
called his vestry together and solemnly put the
Old Christ Church, on Second Street below Arch question, whether they thought it best for the
Street, Philadelphia, has heard the prayers of · congregations to close the churches or to continue
America's first patriots beseeching freedom from the services without using the petitions for the
tyranny. Visitors to the Sesquice:Q,tennial .Inter• royal 'family. · The vestry promptly decided: "The
national Expositi9n next year will scarcely find Honorable Continental Congress, having resolved
a landm3.lk of more historical significance.
to declare the American Colonies to be free and
•" Construction of the ancient sanctuary, which is independent States: it will be proper to oiµit
of {)Ure Colonial architecture, was begun in 1727. those petitions." •
Verily,_ the clerical conscience was salved with •
• Dissension _regarding an environment conductive
to worship must have abounded, fot many altera- opportums_m .
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Useful, Instructive, and Amusing. They contain
Valuable Information on Almost
Every Subject.

1165 Young WIid West's Buckskin Band: or, The Sherl..l!'s

No. te. · ROW TO ROW, SAIL ~ND BUILDABOATll'ully lllustrated. Full instructions are given in tills
llttle book, together with tnstrnctfons on swimming and
riding com pan ton sports to boating.
No. 28.-How TO TELL FORTUNES.-Every one ls
desirous of knowing what his future life wlll bring
torth, whether happiness or misery, wealth or poverty.
You can tell by a glance at this ilttle book. Buy one
and be convinced.
HOW TO BECOME •AN INVENTOR.-Every

No. 29.
0

boy shovld know bow Inventions originated. This book
explains them all, giving examples In eJee.triclty, hydraulics, magnetism, optlc§I pneumatics, mechanics.
No. so. HOW TO COOK.-One of the most instructive
books on cooking ever publlshed. It contains recipes
for cooking meats. fish. game and oysters; also pies
puddings, cakes and all kinds of pastry, and a grand
collection of recipes.
No. 88.-HOW TO BEHAVE.-Contalnlng the rules
rrnct etiquette of good society and the easiest and m'ost
approved methods of appearing to good advantage at
parties, "balls, the theatre, church, and in the drawlngroom.
No. SIi. HOW TO PLAY GAMES.-A complete and
useful little book containing the rules and regulatlon11
of bllllards, bagatelle, back-gammon, croquet, dominoes,
etc.
, No. 86. HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDBUM'.S,-Containlng all the leading conundrnms of the day, amusing riddles, cnr!ous catches and witty sayings.
No. 40. HOW TO lllAKE AND SET TRAP8.-Includlng hints on how to ·catch moles, weasels, otter, rats,
s~uirrels and birds. Also bow to cure skins. Copiously

'01/ NEW YORK END HEN'S
JOKE BOOK.-Contalnlng a great variety of the latest
jokes used by the most famous end men. No amateur
minstrels ls complete without this wonderful little book.
No, U. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK STUMP•
SPEAKEB.-Contalnlng a varied assortment of stump
speeches. Negro, Dutch and Irish. Also end men's jokes.
Just the thing tor home amusement and amateur shows.

ii ~~~r:i~d.THE BOYS

No. 411. ,:i'HE BOYS OF NEW YORK llUNSTREL
GUIDE A.1"D ,JOKE BOOK.-Somethlng new and very

instructive. Every boy should obtain this book, as it
contains full Instructions for organizing an amateur
minstrel troupe.
No 46. HOW TO 1IIA.KE A.ND USE ELECTRICITY.
-A description of the wonderful uses of electricity and
electro magnetism; together with full instructions for
making Electric Toys, Batteries, etc. By Geo•ge Trebel,
A. M. M. D. Containing over fifty Illustrations.
No.' 48,

HOW TO BUILD AND SA.IL CA.NOES.-A

IA.TEST ISSUES
Big Mistake.
and "Cowboy Jack"; or, Rpollln~ a Ranch Raid.
Only Chance: or, Arletta's Quick Throw.
Despernte Charire: or, The Shot That Best the
Redskins.
1170 ' at GIid Dust Flat: or. Arletta and the Secret
Band.
1171 " In Danger: or, lJelplng the Trapped Cavalry-

1167 "
1168 "
1169 "
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1172

"

1173
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117t
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1175
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1170 "
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1179
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1180
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1183
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"

1181!

"
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and the Dutchman's Clalm: or, Arletta Defen<'llnir Her Life.
Taming the Cowpunchers: or. The Har<! Crowd
of Bull Tall Ranch. •
After the "Vultures": or, Arletta and the
Band of Ten.
Two Gun Man; or, Saving a BhvC~~n'i,

'!~

1

at:ir/~~ i~~c!:.nr,hero; or, Helping a Tendera'odu1.; 't?.lnger Jake": or The Boss of Gimlet
and £he Choctaw Chief: or. Arletta Defylnc
the llked~klns.
Dl'fylng 11n Ambush; or. Arletta Leading tlae
Cavalry.
Saved R:v a Signal; or, Arletta and the Vanish.
ing Light.
~~~~le~~~:.le: or. The Celebration at Bucltc;fot~rng a Chief; or. Arletta As a Caval_1 7
and the Lone Cabin: or, The Raiders of the
•
Gorge.
TLff~~ed In a Canyon; or, Arletta's Swing For
At A Red~kln Pow-Wow; or, Doomed To Die
At The Rtake
a g,k~~e Doomed Mine; or, Arietta's Life at

8

Racing For a Ranch: or. Spitfire On His Mettle.
Marked By Mexicans: or, Arletta and the Senor.
1189 " and the "Sliver Kid," or, The Dandy of the
Gulch.
1190 " and the Yellow Bull: or, Arletta's Daring Ba·

1187 "
1188 "

cape.

Surrounded By De11tb; or, The Seven· Sticks of
•
Dynamite.
119!' " Stnklng R Cln.lm: or. Arletta On Guard.
1193 " nrl'aeer Cllaee: or. The Outl11ws of the Border
119t " Swlngfng a Lariat: or. Arletta and the Wtld
·
Horses.
119!! " Booming a Canip; or, The Shot that Opened a
Gold Mine.
1196 " a:/ a~eA~Jr s~;: M~fllng Camp; or Arletta
0
1197 ",- Ousting the Outlaws: or. The Clean Up At
•
Fancy Flat.
1198 " and the Treasure of the Lake; or, Hop Wah's
•
Magic Trick.
1199 " Bossing A Cattle Ranch; or, Arletta Cornered
By Rustlers.
120!) " Trapping the Redskins; or. The Last Raid ot
Crazy Horse.
1201 " and the Cave Gang; or, Arletta'& Despera
Shot.
1202 " Lost In the Rockies: or. The Luck a Grlzzl,.
Brought.
1203 " Elected a Chief: or, Arietta and the Papoose.
1204 " and "Stln,rer Jack": or, The Blulf That
Wouldn't Work.
1205 •• and the Tricky Trapper; or, Arletta After Big

1191

"

bnndy book for. boys, containing full directions for con, tructlng canoes and the most popular manner of sailing
•
•
them. Fully illustrated.
No t9 HOW TO DEBATE.-Giving rules for conducting debates, outlines for debates, questions for dis•
cussion and the best sources for procuring information
on the question given.
No Ml HOW TO STUFF BIRDS A.ND ANIMALS.A vaiuable book, giving Instructions in collecting, preparing, mounting and preserving birds, animals and Infects
No 111 HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH CA.BDS.-Cont •tin i~g explanations of the general principles of sleigbt,;, _hand applicable to card tricks; or card tricks with
cards and not requiring sleight-of-hand; of
0 :·diuary•
tricks involving sleight-of-hand, or the use of specially
.
1206 " Giving It Str.aight; or, The Worst Camp of All.
prepared cards. Illustrated.
1207 " Gunning for Gunmen: or, Arletta and the
No 52 HOW TO PLAY CA.BJ'.>S.-A complete and
·
·
Greaser Ruffians.
hand y 1itt1e bookJ. giving rules and full directions for . 1208 " Surrounded
by Gold: .or, A Treasure Worth a
,laying Euchre, 1..:rlbbage, Casino, Forty-Five, Rounce,
•
million.
1r edro Sancho. Draw Poker, Auction Pitch, All Fours,
1209 " Baffling Death; or, Arletta and th!) Chasm.
nnd many other popu)ar games of cards.
or, Sa"lng a Com•
Regulars:
eckless
R
the
and
"
1210
No. M. HOW TO KEEP A.ND MANAGE PETS.panv of Cavalry.
Giving complete information as to the manner and
1211 " "Busting" a Showi.. or, Arletta and the Actr-.
method of raising, keeping, taming, breeding and manthe Broncho .HOSS: or, Catching a Crafty
and
"
1212
aging all kinds of pets; also giving full instructions for
Cn•tl eman .
making cages, etc. Fully explained by twenty-eight .1213 " Air!;fun~~ot Flat: or, The .Toke That Made •
Illustrations.
0
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